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Satan's Sibling(15/03/1990)
 
I am a poetry enthusiast with a variety of poetry styles.
Some are love poems, some are hate poems.
But I guess that love and hate are the basis of life, Aren't they?
(My motto for life is 'There is no God, he is a figment of our imagination.  There
is no Karma, we punish ourselves.  No destiny, we choose our own path.  No
freedom.  We are bound by our own laws.  For now.)
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1 Million Years Bc (Lyrics)
 
They're calling me,
the creatures of the nigh,
Beautiful music,
Animal instincts survived,
the serpent tongue,
so ancient before the dawn of time,
Spread throughout the ages,
On the blood of mankind.
 
I've seen it all.
From grace man falls,
Babylon, curse of all creation,
Winged serpent of the pit,
Monstrosity.
 
Ten thousand centuries ago,
Cast down from heaven,
To pillage below,
The serpents eye,
Still watching for it's easy prey,
Feed upon the hopeless, the weak and afraid.
 
I've seen it all.
From grace men fall,
Babylon, curse of all creation.
Winged serpent of the pit,
Monstrosity.
 
1 million yeasr bc x3
 
Satan's Sibling
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8 Line Poem (Lyrics)
 
The tactful cactus by your window
Surveys the prairie of your room
The mobile spins to its collision
Clara puts her head between her paws
They've opened shops down West side
Will all the cacti find a home
But the key to the city
Is in the sun that pins the branches to the sky
 
Satan's Sibling
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A Desirable Complication
 
I sit here in anguish,
Silently suffering.
My mind, it now wanders,
Quietly understanding.
Of a life I once knew,
Simple and carefree.
I thought I knew everyone,
And most of all me.
I feel a wondrous feeling,
A beautiful sensation.
I realise this emotion,
Is a desirable complication.
 
Satan's Sibling
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A Question
 
Why do I breathe?
When life is not in me.
Why does my heart beat,
When it was torn apart so long ago.
My blood still flows within my veins,
Like a sweet red wine.
Her blood does course too,
A cure for the poison within the wine I drank from her grasp.
The Arsenic dries my heart,
It feels as if it turns to dust.
So long ago, I did feel for her,
But those emotions died as I wrenched Cupid's arrow from my throat.
They bled out with the Red wine in my veins.
And I feel no more.
 
Satan's Sibling
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A Reminder
 
A reminder of a star,
Shoots across an ink-black sky.
I always will remember,
When you pass me by.
This mind will never forget,
What you’ve done to me.
Always will I wish I never knew you,
For all of eternity.
So as you read this poem,
Just remember this.
When you meet me next,
Your life will be hell, not bliss.
 
Satan's Sibling
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A Stone With Your/My Name (Lyrics)
 
You're gone forever I miss you so
A world without you
Will never be the same
We drifted apart
To you it was just a game
I'm bringing flowers
Looking for a stone
With your name
To the end of time
You're in my thoughts
No matter what you did
You'll always be mine
I tried my best girl
But you I just couldn't tame
I'm bringing flowers
Look for a stone
With your name
 
Searching every corner
Of the graveyard
I spent all day and night
So much time
Looking for a stone
With your name
But all I found
Was a stone with mine
 
Satan's Sibling
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A Thousand Days (Lyrics)
 
Eyes,
They burn,
From sting-
-ing travel.
And miss-
-ing you,
Is hard,
To handle.
 
Stayed away a thousand days
And things have changed like a decade.
Made the most of all my days,
And still I'm on the wrong page.
Now,
I'm home
And feeling more alone.
It's in,
Your tone,
So maybe I should go.
 
Why'd,
It turn,
From sweet,
To bitter?
Now,
No cure,
Can make,
It better.
 
Stayed away a thousand days
And things have changed like a decade.
Made the most of all my days,
And still I'm on the wrong page.
Now,
I'm home
And feeling more alone.
It's in,
Your tone,
So maybe I should go.
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Ahh oh,
Ahh oh,
Speeding faster,
Towards disaster.
Ahh oh,
Ahh oh,
This house is cancer,
I won't last here.
Ahh oh,
Ahh oh,
The years go by and still no answers.
Ahh oh,
Ahh oh,
No answers
 
Now,
No cure,
Can make,
It better.
 
Stayed away a thousand days,
And things have changed like a decade.
Made the most of all my days,
And still I'm on the wrong page.
Now,
I'm home,
Speeding faster,
Towards disaster.
It's in,
Your tone,
Years go by and still no answers.
Still no answers.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Above
 
Above lies the sky,
The earth, so below.
I wait for you,
and your eternal flow.
I see you existence,
I divide your atoms.
Power in depth,
Strength in fathoms.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Acrostic Friend Poem #1
 
J ailed
O utside her mind
D eemed smarter than first thought
I nside she is loyal
E nded by nothing
 
Satan's Sibling
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Acrostic Friend Poem #5
 
B eauty concealed,
I nside and jailed heart,
A nger penetrates the night,
N ear misses whiz by,
Clear as day,
A nd she stops at nothing.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Afterworld (Lyrics)
 
I sit and think of you only, only
Like a dream, you came to me, meant to be forever
Without you I am so lonely, so lonely
So tell me where have you gone now, where have you gone?
 
Our love will live in the afterworld
Some things will never end, they're just too strong
It soars into the sky, beyond this world
 
I'll wait for you into the afterworld
We'll be together soon, it won't be long
when life goes by so fast in this world
In this world
 
Beyond the heavens above, beyond anything
Beyond the moment our eyes stare and see eternity
Beyond our bodies in this life, beyond the end
Is the place where our love will never die
 
Our love will live in the afterworld
Some things will never end, they're just too strong
It soars into the sky, beyond this world
 
I'll wait for you into the afterworld
We'll be together soon, it won't be long
when life goes by so fast in this world
In this world
 
I'll wait for you until I leave this world
I'll carry our love into the afterworld
 
This is not farewell, I'll meet you in the afterworld
Don't despair my love, I'll see you in the afterworld
 
Satan's Sibling
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Alive
 
Living alive,
Waiting for you,
I will see you soon.
But I will protect you,
From all that harms you,
Under the darkness of the New Moon.
I hear your voice,
A whisper in the nigh,
The fluttering wings fo a dove.
But Morgan, know this,
I wait for the time that we kiss,
So I can say face to face, it is you I love.
Dedicated to Morgan Christian
 
Satan's Sibling
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All Hell Breaks Loose (Lyrics)
 
Walls start closing in around you
My twins of evil
They shake you by the collarbone
Then snap your ribcage
 
And broken bodies in a death rock dance hall
Please be my partner
Eyeballs pop, accellerated blood beat
Veins `a' shaking
 
And all hell breaks loose
Yea, evil is as evil does and who
Yea, who but me could write this book of cruel
 
I send my murdergram
To all these monster kids
It comes right back to me and it's
Signed in there parents' blood
 
And all hell breaks loose
Yea, my heart is a-breaking loose
Yea, my whole world's breaking loose
Yea, and evil is as does and who
Yea, but who but me could write this book of cruel
 
I send my murdergram
To all these monster kids
It comes right back to me and it's
Signed in their parents blood
And broken bodies in a death rock dance hall
Please be my partner
And eyeballs pop, accellerated blood beat
Veins a-shaking
 
And all hell breaks loose
Yea, my heart is a-breaking loose
Yea, my whole world's breaking loose
Yea, evil is as evil does and who
Yea, but who but me could write this book of cruel
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I said my whole world's breaking loose
Yea, my whole world's breaking loose
Yea, my whole world's breaking loose
Yea, my whole world's breaking
All hell breaks loose
 
Satan's Sibling
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And I'M Outta Here!
 
Upon the lower country,
That combines the sea and sand.
Freedom fights for justice,
In this redundant land.
 
The cities are the mob war scenes,
The country town's a joke.
And every time I see that dumb smurf, Rudd,
I hope that he will choke.
 
For lies and lies are building,
And the swirls of mighty dust.
Always make my throat seize up,
I think its Cairns or bust.
 
Its boiling in the summer,
And freezing in the cold.
Why can't this place make up it's mind,
Why cant it ever fold?
 
So I guess that I will wait a bit,
Deal with it for a moment more.
Unless when the storms run in,
I wind up on the floor.
 
So farewell sunburnt country,
Farewell to the scorching day.
I'll see you when you come to terms with life,
And reach the USA.
 
Satan's Sibling
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As The World Falls Down(Lyrics)
 
There's such a sad love,
Deep in your eyes,
A kind of pale jewel,
Opened and closed,
Within your eyes,
I'll place the skies,
Within your eyes.
 
Is it a fooled heart,
Beating so fast,
In search of new dreams,
A love that could last,
Within your heart,
I'll place the moon,
Within your heart.
 
As the pain sweeps through,
Makes no sense for you,
Every thrill has gone,
Wasn't too much fun at all.
But I'll be there for you.
As the world falls down.
 
I'll paint you mornings of gold,
and spin you Valentine evenings,
Though we're strangers 'til now,
We're choosing the path,
Between the stars.
I'll leave my love,
Between the stars.
 
As the pain sweeps through,
Makes no sense for you,
Every thrill has gone,
Wasn't too much fun at all.
But I'll be there for you.
As the world falls down.
 
As the pain sweeps through,
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Makes no sense for you,
Every thrill has gone,
Wasn't too much fun at all.
But I'll be there for you.
As the world falls down.
(not my song but holds meaning so I'm dedicating it to Bianca White.)
 
Satan's Sibling
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As You Wish
 
Tears of blood are spilled,
As one by one, man dies.
Sails are torned to ribbons,
But one human still defies.
He notices a lamp,
Dusty but yet still clean.
He rubs the dust away,
And a genie appears, looking mean.
'I want this all to reverse.',
Waving his hand in a swish.
And the genies looks at him and says quietly,
'As you wish.'
 
Satan's Sibling
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Attitude (Lyrics)
 
Maybe I act on confused behavior.
Maybe waves crash like semi-trailer.
Maybe I’ll spend my off time without you.
It seems like we need our own space.
 
And all this time I wasted away;
Do not feel good unless you stay stay stay.
And all this time I chased you away,
Simply to catch back up with,
 
Your solitude is welcome welcome.
Your attitude is welcome welcome.
Your solitude is welcome, welcome
Your attitude is welcome.
 
All you see is red lights behind me,
Maybe this isn’t what you wanted baby.
And I don’t blame you falling backwards,
No one’s ever quite confused you this way.
 
And all this time we wasted away;
We don’t feel good unless we’re gray gray.
And all the times I chased you away,
I simply don’t feel good.
 
Your solitude is welcome welcome.
Your attitude is welcome welcome.
Your solitude is welcome welcome.
Your attitude is welcome.
 
You are welcome.
You are welcome.
You are welcome.
You are welcome.
 
All this time,
We heard,
Alarms,
Come to find,
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We fell,
Apart.
This whole thing has crashed down,
Crashed down.
All this time,
We heard,
Alarms.
 
Your solitude is welcome welcome.
Your attitude is welcome welcome.
Your solitude is welcome welcome.
Your attitude is welcome.
 
You are welcome.
You are welcome.
You are welcome.
You are welcome....
 
Satan's Sibling
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Aussie Life
 
The Sydney opera house,
Coldies, prawns and snags.
It's all life is in Australia,
Even with the many plastic bags.
There's all these Mozzies biting,
And then there's the damn bull ants.
But Australian life is tops,
Just thongs and shorts, not pants.
I live in outback australia,
Where the snakes and spiders bite.
Yet nothing is as dangerous,
As the hot and muggy night.
Falling over Victors,
And running into your ute.
In the clear and pitch black darkness,
Nothing is ever that Beaut.
So welcome all to Australia,
Where we have many ways to die.
But the most likely way to go out,
Is, when under the sun, you fry.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Be With You Awhile (Lyrics)
 
I wish I could tell you something you didn`t know
I wish I could give you something you didn`t own
I wish I could tell you a joke to make you smile
And I could be with you awhile
 
Just wanna be that someone you weren`t looking for
Some nameless fascination that showed up at your door
And when you`re sad and blue my jokes still make you smile
And I could be with you awhile
 
I just want to take you somewhere you haven`t been
Find an old time movie where we don`t know the end
Lost in the radio, drive another mile
So I could be with you awhile
 
Just wanna be that someone you weren`t looking for
Some nameless fascination that showed up at your door
And when you`re sad and blue my jokes still make you smile
And I could be with you awhile
 
Tired of serious conversation
Tangled up in situations
I feel so free 'cause you want nothing from me
 
Just wanna be that someone you weren`t looking for
Some hopeless vagabond asleep there on your floor
And when you`re old and gray my jokes still make you smile
And I could be with you awhile
Just wanna be that someone you weren`t looking for
Some nameless fascination that showed up at your door
And when you`re old and gray my jokes still make you smile
And I could be with you awhile
I just want to be with you awhile
I just want to be with you awhile
I just want to be with you....
 
 
(Song dedicated to Morgan Christian/Not my song but holds meaning to me.)
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Satan's Sibling
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Beat
 
The pulse is quicker,
Than a minute ago,
My body is filled with power.
As I feel the beat,
Of years ago,
Of heaven and it's glower.
My feet move fast,
My mind moves slow,
There is nothing I can do.
For my heart is pounding,
And I am so,
Ready to find who flew.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Belief
 
believe in the winds,
earth fire and earth.
these are the elements,
Of astral birth.
So belive of the nature,
Of withstanding dessication.
Belive in the winds,
That they will reach your destination.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Believe
 
Beyond imagination
Every man has a dream
Leading their lives
Into paths of glory
Each life will tell us law
Viewed by the mortal
Engraving life upon remorse.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Black Rose
 
Dark of night,
Neverending sight,
I thought it'd never die.
I waited for you,
Each day of my life,
All power I did defy.
 
But you left me abandoned,
So I waited some more,
Rage building inside my heart.
I now stand alone,
I now have no home,
Just a house never kept from the start.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Black Sun Lovers
 
The black hole draws the love of light,
Into an eternal darkness,
That always will be concealed,
For an eternity.
 
Even an eternity is not everlasting,
As the Sun is drawn into darkness,
And it's flare is forever extinguished,
A dark gaping nothingness.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Black Velvet
 
I am asleep,
or so I should be,
I lay in my bed,
My eyes closed,
In a false mockery of dreams.
 
I silently wish,
that my dream will come to life,
and the girl i admire,
will feel the same,
and show it.
 
I will it to be,
And yet it never is,
A lie of truth,
An imitation of what is to be,
Might holds no key.
 
I am starting to grow weary,
as I begin to let my dreams,
into my mind,
a sympethetic imaginary friend,
that would never lie to me.
 
At least it shoudln't,
As it is me,
another side of me,
another secret,
Lost in the ink of midnight.
 
So i sleep,
and dream of nothing,
yet everything,
of love and hate,
and of war and peace.
 
And i leave with one word of my life.
 
Love.
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Black Wolf
 
Black wolf arising,
From the cemetary gates,
Leave me alone,
My life still holds hate.
 
By the name of corey,
and the mind of a child,
He will soon hold regrets,
As I revert to anger from mild.
 
So I hold my hate closed,
From the thought of your future,
Because the past held no thought,
Like you're head I am sure.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Bless My Soul (Lyrics)
 
Whatever happened to saturday night,
When we dressed up sharp and we felt alright.
Don't seem the same since cosmic light,
Came into my life, I thought it was divine.
 
I used to go round with a chick who'd go,
And listen to the music on the radio.
A saxophone was blowing on a rock n roll show,
Climbed in the back seat, really had a good time.
 
My head used to swim from the perfume I smelt,
My hands kinda fumbled with the white plastic belt.
I'd taste her baby pink lipstick and that's when I'd melt,
She'd whisper in my ear, tonight she really was mine.
 
Get back in front, put some hair oil on,
Buddy Holly was singing his very last song.
With your arm around your girl, you'd try to sing along,
It felt pretty good, really had a good time.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Blood Rain
 
Crimson tears of the sky,
Splatter the earth.
From the vain, empty promises of above.
 
So I see, as I feel, as I hear this blood,
Falling from heaven's door.
 
Freedom of red, Anger of hate,
I shall never see too late.
 
So open your eyes, See what you're for,
And push yourself through heaven's floor.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Blood Stain Lips
 
Red lipstick,
Marking the glass,
That she drank from,
To make her so elegant.
 
She sipped precisely,
Each one getting larger,
Until they became,
Large gulps.
 
A frenzied walk,
Struggling to stand,
And Brain pounding,
She looks like Hell.
 
She seems all set,
To vomit on the tablecloth,
Instead she vomits on the floor,
And collapses, crying.
 
She lets out her secrets,
Sobbing the whole time,
And I sit next to her,
Arm around her shoulders.
 
I lift the cloth,
That was over the spill of red wine,
And gently press it to her lips,
Wiping away the vomit.
 
I take it away,
And left there is a stain,
A red lipstick stain,
Like blood...
 
Satan's Sibling
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Bloodstone
 
A red stone lay upon the earth,
Like many years before.
Where dinosaurs compressed the ground,
And none was ruled by lore.
 
Blood weeps into the rocks,
As a monster dies.
Little did any know,
That they would be legend and lies.
 
Many millenia later,
Where humans rule the earth.
The bleeds stones, uncovered,
Show the universe's birth.
 
So heed the final warning,
Of the crimson stones that bleed.
They will bring chaos through all life,
And destroy every need.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Breaking The Habit (Lyrics)
 
Memories consume
Like opening the wound
I'm picking me apart again
You all assume
I'm safe here in my room
Unless I try to start again
 
I don't want to be the one
The battles always choose
'Cause inside I realize
That I'm the one confused
 
I don't know what's worth fighting for
Or why I have to scream
I don't know why I instigate
And say what I don't mean
I don't know how I got this way
I know it's not all right
So I'm breaking the habit
I'm breaking the habit tonight
 
Clutching my cure
I tightly lock the door
I try to catch my breath again
I hurt much more
Than any time before
I have no options left again
 
I don't want to be the one
The battles always choose
'Cause inside I realize
That I'm the one confused
 
I don't know what's worth fighting for
Or why I have to scream
I don't know why I instigate
And say what I don't mean
I don't know how I got this way
I'll never be all right
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So I'm breaking the habit
I'm breaking the habit tonight
 
I'll paint it on the walls
'Cause I'm the one at fault
I'll never fight again
And this is how it ends
 
I don't know what's worth fighting for
Or why I have to scream
But now I have some clarity
To show you what I mean
I don't know how I got this way
I'll never be all right
So I'm breaking the habit
I'm breaking the habit
I'm breaking the habit... tonight
 
Satan's Sibling
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Bribery
 
Tonnes of money,
Metal bands glittering bright,
The root of evil.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Broken
 
You saw my face,
Just when I saw yours,
Now we have fallen apart,
And now I am broken.
 
I waved goodbye,
As the train sped away,
Me aboard it,
Filled with sadness.
 
You saw my face,
Just when I saw yours,
Now we have fallen away,
And now I am shattered.
 
A tear fell from your eye,
As I did the same inside,
My heart was bleeding,
Yearning for you.
 
You saw my face,
Just when I saw yours,
Now we have drifted apart,
And I am destroyed.
 
So I am thousands away,
Not knowing your call,
I have found what was lost,
And I and renewed.
 
I remember your face,
When I look at the stars,
We may have fallen apart,
But I am repaired.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Broken Dagger
 
Broken dagger, upon the shelf,
Rusting as time goes by.
It dignifies the lonely self,
Without a truth or lie.
 
It holds the empty souls inside,
A paternal illusion.
It sits on a shelf and slowly dies,
Leaving the ultimate confusion.
 
A silver smitten sunset,
As the golden clouds go rolling by.
The owners of it fret,
As they say their last goodbye.
 
The people leave the house,
Abandoning this hope.
each by each, one shall die like a mouse,
Or hang from a gallow rope.
 
The broken dagger lay waiting,
Through the loss and all the tears.
Like the animal calls for mating,
They still know no fears.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Broken Valentine
 
Beauty lay in wreck,
As the full moon hangs in the air,
Like a silver balloon,
Forever watching the earth below.
 
A bouquet of roses,
Lay scattered upon the soil,
With the many footprints,
Of those who have walked over them.
 
The stench of decay has enveloped the sweet nothingness,
Of the red roses,
That flow on the demon wind,
Like a million drops of blood being splattered on the wall.
 
A box of chocolates,
Melted into the rocks,
Covering them like the mud that echoes around the landscape,
And the Golden hair flows lifeless in the wind of chaos.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Brokenheart Ballad
 
Within the darkest broken heart,
Where the Black Rose starts to bloom.
A pain, it sits and waits within,
Like the eclipsed winter moon.
 
When the heart is torn apart,
This flower starts to grow.
It is the darkest and cruelest flower,
Over which no man can mow.
 
The cold white stars, they sit and watch,
The fever start to burn.
As the lonely man will sit and wait,
For the lost love he still yearns.
 
Invisible flame scorches the soul,
A queer and youthful turn.
The broken heart, it turns to dust,
No matter how weak the burn.
 
The black rose that sits inside his heart,
Now begins to weep and wilt.
For the torturous thought of living,
Fills the man with guilt.
 
He now decides that he must die,
For he cannot go on.
But still he leaves his melody,
In the whisper of a ghost song.
 
He holds the pill up to his mouth
and stays it in the smallest fear.
He realises that there is no hope,
In his lost and lonely life, so near.
 
the pill now sits within the man,
Spreading it's deadly curse.
As the man falls down and dies,
carried in the Reaper's hearse.
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So now you know the painful story,
Of how the black rose grows.
For the hearts that cry, with a wail and moan,
Tells you all you need to know.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Burn Away
 
The stained glass windows,
Lets little light through.
Why am I here?
What did I do?
I don't deserve this,
Not this type of pain.
This church of torture,
Is driving me insane.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Buy Me
 
The collateral,
Now is on the offensive,
Blood and tears are shed.
 
Satan's Sibling
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By The Bell
 
By the bell of tolls,
As it rings for a while.
Men turn depressed,
Men turn mild.
It sings throughout the air,
As students think 'Oh great! '.
It is the only way,
The way to find your fate.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Changes (Lyrics)
 
Still don't know what I was waiting for
And my time was running wild
A million dead-end streets and
Every time I thought I'd got it made
It seemed the taste was not so sweet
So I turned myself to face me
But I've never caught a glimpse
Of how the others must see the faker
I'm much too fast to take that test
 
Ch-ch-ch-ch-Changes
Turn and face the strange
(Ch-ch-Changes)
Don't want to be a richer man
Ch-ch-ch-ch-Changes
Turn and face the strange
(Ch-ch-Changes)
Just gonna have to be a different man
Time may change me
But I can't trace time
 
I watch the ripples change their size
But never leave the stream
Of warm impermanence
So the days float through my eyes
But stil the days seem the same
And these children that you spit on
As they try to change their worlds
Are immune to your consultations
They're quite aware of what they're going through
 
Ch-ch-ch-ch-Changes
Turn and face the strange
(Ch-ch-Changes)
Don't tell them to grow up and out of it
Ch-ch-ch-ch-Changes
Turn and face the stranger
(Ch-ch-Changes)
Where's your shame
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You've left us up to our necks in it
Time may change me
But you can't trace time
 
Strange fascination, fascinating me
Ah changes are taking the pace I'm going through
 
Ch-ch-ch-ch-Changes
(Turn and face the strange)
Ch-ch-Changes
Oh, look out you rock 'n rollers
Ch-ch-ch-ch-Changes
(Turn and face the strange)
Ch-ch-Changes
Pretty soon now you're gonna get older
Time may change me
But I can't trace time
I said that time may change me
But I can't trace time
 
Satan's Sibling
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Chaos Wing
 
I'm here to tell a story,
Of a man who never did sing.
The story I'm about to tell,
Is of the Chaos Wing.
 
He covers up the sun,
In the presence of the night.
And drags out the moon,
And it's pallid light.
 
He summons up the stars,
And lights them like candles.
He must be free,
To latch hold of earth's handles.
 
He bears two glowing wings,
One of black and one of white.
He flys around the cities,
As he saves the innocent from the night.
 
This is the story,
Of a man, and doom did he fling.
The story I have told you,
Is of the Chaos Wing.
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Chrome Lane
 
Reflecting the now,
I see the past arising,
Messenger of past.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Clayman Quotes 2
 
A *looks at landmine, that looks like a pancake.*
B 'go ahead its just a pancake'
A *Touched 'pancake'.*
*BANG*
*A gets top half blown off*
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Colour Of Boredom
 
Red, for frustration,
Blue for the calm.
Green for the annoyance,
It can do me no harm.
Yet I hate it so much,
Wish I could put a sword in it.
This thing I hate,
The colour of boredom.
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Consider This
 
Consider this,
A man lost at sea.
Consider this,
A mug and it's tea.
Consider this,
A finale to be.
Consider this,
A great velocity.
A poem of thought,
May it never fade.
Never will it's rest,
Never be it laid.
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Corrupt
 
Light now turns to dark,
As the darkness grows stronger,
Light has now vanished.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Courage (Lyrics)
 
Contrary to the matter
Who you are, you are not
Come with me, I'll show you Saturn
Planets don't quite align
 
You should try not to be so courageous
You should try not to be so courageous
 
I never said you were a mistake at all
You got it all wrong, you've misunderstanding
I never said you were a mistake at all
You got it all wrong, you've misunderstanding
 
Traveled far, for this lover
Who she was, she was not
But honestly, it don't matter
Aliens ain't Farmers
 
You should try not to be so courageous X2
 
I never said you were a mistake at all
You got it all wrong, you've misunderstanding X2
 
I NEVER SAID YOU WERE, I NEVER SAID YOU WERE,
YOU GOT IT ALL WRONG, YOU GOT IT ALL WRONG,
I NEVER SAID YOU WERE, I NEVER SAID YOU WERE,
YOU GOT IT ALL WRONG, YOU GOT IT ALL WRONG, OH SO WRONG
 
You should try not to be so courageous
REMIND ME
These dismal moods have become contagious
REMIND ME
You should try not to be so courageous X2
 
I never said you were a mistake at all
You got it all wrong, you'vee misunderstanding X2
 
I NEVER SAID YOU WERE, I NEVER SAID YOU WERE,
YOU GOT IT ALL WRONG, YOU GOT IT ALL WRONG,
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I NEVER SAID YOU WERE, I NEVER SAID YOU WERE,
YOU GOT IT ALL WRONG, YOU GOT IT ALL WRONG.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Crawling Eye (Lyrics)
 
It's such a steep climb,
Up the mountains south side,
And Agatha is acting in such peculiar ways.
Accident count rising,
A young girl fantasising.
The deadly beings here,
They'll seize your minds.
 
At this altitude it's freezing,
Aliens control human beings,
No-one has lived to tell,
Who's seen the crawling eye.
At this altitude it's freezing,
They have the power to control human beings,
No-one has lived to tell,
Who's seen the crawling eye.
 
These evil feelings I,
Just can't seem to hold in,
While the demons are ready to tear apart my brain.
 
Accident count rising,
A young girl prophesising,
They'll be ready,
To seize your mind.
 
At this altitude it's freezing,
Aliens control human beings,
No-one has lived to tell,
Who's seen the crawling eye.
At this altitude it's freezing,
Aliens control human beings,
No-one has lived to tell,
Who's seen the crawling eye.
Crawling eye.
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Dance
 
Dance with the reaper,
Dance in the street.
Avoid his gleaming scythe,
For it's steel you don not wish to meet.
Your feet tangle quickly,
And you begin to fall.
As his famed weapon,
Slashes upon your throat so tall.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Dance Floor Anthem (Lyrics)
 
She’s going out to forget they were together
All that time he was taking her for granted
She wants to see if there’s more
Then he gave she’s looking for
 
He calls her up
He’s trippin’ on the phone
Now he doesn’t want her out there and alone
Now he knows she’s smiling and
Knows she’s using it
Now he’s loosing it
She don’t care
 
Everybody
Put up your hands Say:
”I don’t wanna be in love, I don’t wanna be in love”
Feel the beat now
If you’ve got nothing left say:
”I don’t wanna be in love, I don’t wanna be in love”
Back it up now
You’ve got a reason to live say:
”I don’t wanna be in love, I don’t wanna be in love”
Feelin’ good now
Don’t be afraid to get down say:
”I don’t wanna be in love, I don’t wanna be in love”
[Dance Floor Anthem Lyrics on ]
 
He was always givin’ her attention
Working hard to find the things she mentioned
He was dedicated
By most sucka’s hated
That girl was fine
But she didn’t appreciate him
 
She calls him up she’s trippin’ on the phone
Now had to get up and he ain’t comin home
Now she’s tryin’ to forget him and
The salary came with him
When he first met her
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When they first got together
 
Everybody
Put up your hands Say:
”I don’t wanna be in love, I don’t wanna be in love”
Feel the beat now
If you’ve got nothing left say:
”I don’t wanna be in love, I don’t wanna be in love”
Back it up now
You’ve got a reason to live say:
”I don’t wanna be in love, I don’t wanna be in love”
Feelin’ good now
Don’t be afraid to get down say:
”I don’t wanna be in love, I don’t wanna be in love”
 
Feel the beat
Feel the beat
Feel the beat
 
You got nothing to loose,
Don’t be afraid to get down
 
We break up it’s something that we do now
Everyone has got to do it sometime
It’s okay
Let it go
Get out there and find someone
 
It’s too much to be trippin’ on the phone here
Get off the wire
Now everything is good here
Stop what you’re doin’
You don’t wanna ruin
The chance that you got to
Find a new one
 
Everybody
Put up your hands Say:
”I don’t wanna be in love, I don’t wanna be in love”
Feel the beat now
If you’ve got nothing left say:
”I don’t wanna be in love, I don’t wanna be in love”
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Back it up now
You’ve got a reason to live say:
”I don’t wanna be in love, I don’t wanna be in love”
Feelin’ good now
Don’t be afraid to get down say:
”I don’t wanna be in love, I don’t wanna be in love”
 
No
No
 
Now you know what to do
So come on
Feelin’ good
 
Satan's Sibling
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Dark Anger Of Nigh
 
Grace is my only hatred,
Light, my only foe.
The eyes of a serpent,
help my light stay low.
For a thousand years to me,
is the blink of an eye.
So may my power never fail,
My Dark Anger of Nigh.
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Dark Waltz
 
Shadows creeping,
I lay in wait.
I see the view,
Narrow and straight.
I only see one,
As the world turns.
I only see one,
As my mind burns.
Seeing the dark,
I waltz the infinite.
I see the spark,
Power of spirit.
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Dead Girl (Lyrics)
 
Dead girl
There will never be another one that dreams like you
Dead girl
There will never be another one that screams like you
When death sleeps, it dreams of you
Delilah played the dead girl at the freak show
She smiles like a ghost
Like zombies eatin' dust in Mexico
Life dries cold beneath the dead soul lights
She asked if it would hurt
I smiled and said no
The lie ran down my chin like embryo
She smiles like a corpse
Like zombies eatin' dust in Mexico
Life dries cold beneath the dead soul lights
When death sleeps, it dreams of you
Dead girl
There will never be another one to look in your eyes
Dead girl
There will never be another one that bleeds like you
I been dryin' in a dead age
I been reekin' of the new plague
The sound of the ocean is dead
It's just the echo of the blood in your head
Sister burn the temple
And stand beneath the moon
The sound of the ocean is dead
It's just the echo of the blood in your head
Burning your black flags
Burning your black flags
I been dryin' in a dead age
I been reekin' of the new plague
The sound of the ocean is dead
It's just the echo of the blood in your head
Sister burn the temple
And stand beneath the moon
The sound of the ocean is dead
It's just the echo of the blood in your head
Burning your black flags
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Burning your black flags
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Deadly Valentine (Made For Anyone To Use For A
Suitable Person On Valentines Day.)
 
Living a lie,
Now I see.
Some things just aren't,
Meant to be.
 
I punch down my walls,
And feel the rage.
Of lost emotion,
A fearful sage.
 
But now I love anew,
She's who i want to be mine.
This lethal girl,
My Deadly Valentine.
 
My heart raises beats,
From passion renewed.
She is a long lost yet new love,
I will see you soon.
 
Flirting and love,
Don't usually go.
But now I feel like this,
I'll just go with the flow.
 
I never will be blue.
This girl so fine.
Never will I know,
My Deadly Valentine.
 
Scattered thoughts,
And impressional lies.
I only need to ask you,
Will you be my valentine?
 
Now I love anew,
She's who i want to be mine.
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This lethal girl,
My Deadly Valentine.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Death Day (Lyrics)
 
I slowly shoot these words like weapons
And go insane
I watch you drive your stupid car
You go away
You never were one to use caution
And you're gonna pay
You know I'd love to see it happen
 
I always tried to keep you near me
Without the pain
I love to tie us into knots
We slipped away
I tried to captivate you, on that evening
He was leaving, with the girl I'd love to kill
 
Happy Death day to you baby
I know you're flying in the blue now
Well be together real soon now baby, don't you worry
Papa's got a brand new body bag for you
 
Cable cars run through my mind
Reminiscent Bay
I think of north on Valentine
I wish you'd stay
You never were one to use caution
It slipped away
I somehow knew this would happen
 
Happy Death day to you baby
I know you're flying in the blue now
Well be together real soon now baby, don't you worry
Papa's got a brand new body bag for you
 
And I got a fresh new kind of attitude
 
I slowly shoot these words like weapons
And go insane
I watch you drive your stupid car
You go away
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You never were, you never were
You know I'd love to see it happen
 
Happy Death day to you baby
I know you're flying in the blue now
Well be together real soon now baby, don't you worry
Papa's got a brand new body bag for you
 
And he ain't ever ever coming back to you
 
Satan's Sibling
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Demon Tango
 
D evilish dancing,
E verywhere I go,
M y eyes burn,
O n the plate of dance,
N ever to see again.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Denile
 
She sits in her room,
Me at her door.
I am waiting for truth,
I fall to the floor.
Not sure how she feels,
Though her signals are clear.
That emotion is love,
But something, she fears.
 
Fire on embers,
Burning like coals.
Something is hidden,
My knowledge still has holes.
I am unconscious on the ground,
The heart within,
Cries out for her,
But this love is a sin.
 
I love her,
And always will,
I never have known,
Time to stand still.
So I guess my heart's tame,
As I taste sweet success,
Soon I will be free,
My mind never rests.
 
For it thinks of her.
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Descending Angel (Lyrics)
 
Stalking the heavens,
They fall from the skies,
And walk the streets among,
Mortal men.
They hide in the shadows,
Keepers of the nigh.
Mortal life is weak,
Can't hold back the demons.
The blood falls as rain,
And soon you'll be alone.
Descending angel,
Stand by my side,
And face the night.
Descending angel,
Who guards the gates of Hell,
Just one more night.
For in the morning,
Will bring the light.
 
Born and created in the image of a god,
The heavens fall,
No saviour has been sent.
No-one to guide us,
Alone we face the night
Mortal life is breif,
For the rebel angel.
They make their final stand,
And soon you'll be alone.
Descending angel,
Stand by my side,
And face the night.
Descending angel
Whom guards the gates of Hell,
Just one more night,
 
forever ends tonight.
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Detroit City (Lyrics)
 
Me and Iggy were giggin' with Ziggy and kickin' with the MC5
Ted and Seger were burnin' with fever
and let the Silver bullets fly
The Kid was in his crib, shady wore a bib
and the posse wasn`t even alive
Shock rock choppin' block, songs to make your heart stop
Shovie it in ta overdrive
 
Playing loud and fast
Make that guitar blast
Playing like today will be your last...
 
Well I was born there
Gonna die there
With all my long hair
Detroit City
You feel your heart beat
You hit the concrete
Dance the mean street
Detroit City
 
There`s a riot raging downtown
Tryin' to burn the place down
Skies glowin; red and grey
But the Riff kept a Rockin'
The Creem kept a-talkin'
And the streets still smokin' today
 
Playing loud and fast
Make that guitar blast
Playing like today will be your last...
 
Well I was born there
Probably die there
With all my long hair
Detroit City
You feel your heart beat
You hit the concrete
Dance the mean streets
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Detroit City
 
Six mile seven mile eight mile nine mile
ten mile eleven mile Detroit city
 
Louder
Faster
Louder
Detroit City
 
Well I was born there
Gonna die there
We don`t belong here
Detroit City
You feel your heart beat
Hit the concrete
Dance the mean street
Detroit City
 
Well I was born there
Probably die there
With all my long hair
Detroit City
You feel your heart beat
You hit the concrete
Dance the mean street
Detroit City
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Devil Went Down To Georgia (Lyrics)
 
The devil went down to georgia,
He was looking for a soul to steal.
He was in a bind, he was way behind
And he was willing to make a deal.
When he came acroos this young,
Sawing on a fiddle and playing it hot,
And the devil jumped up on a hickory stump and said
'Boy, let me tell you what
I guess you didn't know it but I'm a fiddle player too.
And If you care to take a dare I'll make a bet with you.'
You play pretty good fiddle boy,
But give the devil his due.
I've got a fiddle of gold, to get you sold,
'cause I think I'm better than you'
The boy said,
'My name's Johnny, and it might be a sin.
I'll take that bet, you're gonna regret,
Cause I'm the best theirs ever been.'
Johnny rosin up your bow and play your fiddle hard,
Cause hells broke loos ein georgia and the devil deals it hard,
And if you win you get this shiny fiddle made of gold,
But if you lose the devil gets your soul.
 
The devil opened up his case and said
'I'll start this show'
And fire flew from his fingertips as he rosined up his bow,
He drew the bow across the strings and it amde an evil hiss,
And a band of demons joined in and it sounded something like this.
(Electric Guitar solo)
Well the devil bowed his head because he knew that he'd bee beat,
And he laid that golden fiddle on the ground at Johnny's feet,
Johnny said, 'Come on back If you ever want to try again,
Ive told you once you son of a b****h, I'm the best there's ever been.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Devildance
 
Red of the firelight,
Eyes burning strong as lightning,
I now end my quest.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Diana (Lyrics)
 
I'm so young and you're so old
This, my darling, I've been told
I don't care just what they say
'Cause forever I will pray
You and I will be as free
As the birds up in the trees
Oh, please stay by me, Diana
 
Thrills I get when you hold me close
Oh, my darling, you're the most
I love you but do you love me
Oh, Diana, can't you see
I love you with all my heart
And I hope we will never part
Oh, please stay with me, Diana
 
Oh, my darlin', oh, my lover
Tell me that there is no other
I love you with my heart
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh-oh
Only you can take my heart
Only you can tear it apart
When you hold me in your loving arms
I can feel you giving all your charms
Hold me, darling, hold me tight
Squeeze me baby with all your might
Oh, please stay with me, Diana
Oh, please, Diana
Oh, please, Diana
Oh, please, Diana
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Die Away
 
Die away, my lost love
And show your false sympathy
Through your teal eyes.
A lie of a love that was never true,
Only blind.
You broke my heart,
Time and time again,
Like a glass swan,
That is put together each time it is shattered.
Many loves, distractions.
Die away.
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Dig Up Her Bones (Lyrics)
 
Anything is what she is,
Anywhere is where she's from,
Anything is what she'll be,
Anything as long as it's mine,
 
And the door it opens,
To the way back in.
Or is it,
The way back out.
 
Anyplace is where she'll see,
Anyplace she'll see you from,
Lies and secrets become your world,
Anytime, Anywhere, she takes me away.
 
And Death climbs up the stairs one by one,
To give you the rose that's been burnt by her son.
 
Point me to the sky above,
I can't get there on my own,
Point me to her graveyard,
Dig up her bones.
 
I have seen the demon's face,
I have heard of her deathplace,
I fall down on my knees in praise of the,
Horrible things that took her away.
 
And Death climbs up the stairs one by one,
To give you the rose that's been burnt by her sun.
 
Point me to the sky above,
I can't get there on my own,
Point me to her Graveyard,
Dig up her bones.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Distant Lovers
 
Far away,
Never knew.
How this love,
Could make me blue.
 
Love afar,
True to be.
I know your smile,
I'll never see.
 
I laughed with you,
Day by day.
But fate it seems,
Sent me away.
 
Destined to love,
Far apart.
Love is true,
It's from the heart.
 
Far away,
Never knew.
How this love,
Could make me blue.
 
Breaking hearts,
Bleeding wounds.
I can't say,
I'll see you soon.
 
I cry inside,
Yet I can't weep.
Because my truth,
I'm yet to keep.
 
Lies abound,
In the snake's cave.
It is too late,
For me to save.
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Far away,
Never knew.
How this love,
Could make me blue.
 
Far away,
Never knew.
How this love,
Could make me blue.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Don'T Fear The Reaper
 
Don't fear the reaper,
He is not what he seems.
He walks into your Nightmares,
He walks into your dreams.
His Black scythe cuts into your mind,
His Black cape swirling beyond his eyes
So don't fear death and he will slow,
Don't fear the song you Despise.
Don't lose your mind and fall apart,
Don't fear the reaper, let him touch your heart.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Dont Know Why
 
I Dont know why I see,
It's true.
I dont know why I think,
so blue.
I dont know why I feel,
So calm.
I dont know why I love,
One like you.
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Dont Open Til Doomsday (Lyrics)
 
Buried beneath the statue the answer hides
Enduring throughout the ages
The transmitter lies
Once the chambers open the signal will be sent
To another world... Far beyond the stars
 
Don't open till Doomsday
Destruction's not far away
Don't open till Doomsday
You may not like what you find inside
 
We were warned of this coming so long ago
Immortal secrets... man shouldn't know
Entering a realm where we just don't belong
We called them and they're coming
 
Don't open till Doomsday
Destruction's not far away
Don't open till Doomsday
You may not like what you find inside
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Down Below
 
Down Below, evil stirs,
A sirens song, a nightmare.
A demon snake, a village of night,
Forever will the serpent stare.
A power beyond mere mortals,
A power to behold.
A darkness to fear,
A darkness to mold.
I will be resurrected,
I will come again.
I will be invulnerable,
I wreak revenge and feel no pain.
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Du Hast (You Hate/ You Have)   (Lyrics)
 
You...
You hate...
You hate me...
 
You...
You hate...
You hate me...
 
You...
You hate...
You hate me...
 
You...
You hate...
You hate me...
 
You...
You hate...
You hate me...
You hate me...
You hate me to say...
You hate me to say...
You hate me to say and I did not obey.
 
Will you until death does sever,
Be upright to her forever.
Never!
Never!
 
Will you until death does sever,
Be upright to her forever.
Never!
Never!
 
 
You...
You hate...
You hate me...
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You...
You hate...
You hate me...
 
You...
You hate...
You hate me...
You hate me...
You hate me to say...
You hate me to say...
You hate me to say and I did not obey.
 
Will you always be her rider,
Her lover too, to stay inside her.
Never!
Never!
 
Will you until death does sever,
Be upright to her forever.
Never!
Never!
 
Will you always be her rider,
Her lover too, to stay inside her.
Never!
Never!
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Dust On The Shelf
 
Dust on the shelf,
Enveloping the books.
It shows your age,
But shows more than your looks.
Trophies lie in waste,
Ready to be destroyed.
For age is boundless,
There is no point to avoid.
So see of your heart,
And your soul too.
When you are down,
When you are blue.
And look back on life,
With no regrets.
With everything done,
And nothing set.
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Ending Dispute
 
Quench the blood hunger,
The crimson rain from the skies,
As the soil burns strong.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Eternal
 
Everyone is crying,
Tears are falling,
Everyone feels the fear,
Reapers are collecting,
Needs are going unnoticed,
All of the people are dying,
Leaving to find a new life.
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Ever Fallen In Love With Someone (Lyrics)
 
You spurn my natural emotions
You make me feel like dirt
And I'm hurt
And if I start a commotion
I run the risk of losing you
And that's worse
 
Ever fallen in love with someone
Ever fallen in love
In love with someone
Ever fallen in love
In love with someone
You shouldn't've fallen in love with
 
I can't see much of a future
Unless we find out what's to blame
What a shame
And we won't be together much longer
Unless we realize that we are the same
 
Ever fallen in love with someone
Ever fallen in love
In love with someone
Ever fallen in love
In love with someone
You shouldn't've fallen in love with
 
You disturb my natural emotions
You make me feel like dirt
And I'm hurt
And if I start a commotion
I'll only end up losing you
And that's worse
 
Ever fallen in love with someone
Ever fallen in love
In love with someone
Ever fallen in love
In love with someone
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You shouldn't've fallen in love with
 
Ever fallen in love with someone
Ever fallen in love
In love with someone
Ever fallen in love
In love with someone
You shouldn't've fallen in love with
Fallen in love with
Ever fallen in love with someone
You shouldn't've fallen in love with
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Evil Smile
 
Blood-stained teeth,
Glinting in the half-moonlight,
Like a wolf's eyes in the night,
Dark yet able to easily penetrate the darkness.
Glittering eyes,
Shining in the stars,
Like two black-flamed candles,
Burning through the light.
Shadows and light,
Darkness in plight,
Solar and bite,
Leaving for night.
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Exist
 
Balls of life,
Lit like a torch,
I shall never know the sight.
Mental strife,
A burnt porch,
Never will I view the light.
See me survive,
Through the nigh,
I shall return in the dark.
I will be revived,
With a demonic sigh,
I shall never cark.
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Eyes
 
Red to velvet black,
They shall always be watching,
From their deadly night.
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Faith For None
 
Backing the winner,
Never seems right.
It makes me toss and turn,
Throughout the night.
Darkest shadows,
Waving to me.
Shadows envelop me,
Getting hard to see.
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Fallen Lovers
 
Fallen lovers stray,
From the path of mind and body.
Tripping in the brush,
Of feelings so embodied.
Tears of frustration fall,
A mark of loneliness.
As those tears fall,
Into the abyss.
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Falling
 
Falling down drunk,
Falling for you.
What is the difference?
What can I do?
You are in front of me,
But beyond by reach.
Just say how you feel,
To you I beseech.
You have beaten my heart down,
Time after time.
But even after all that,
Still am I blind.
Of your ways of your love,
Do you or don't?
Living a lie,
I won't, I won't.
So see of my love,
How brightly it burns.
For my heart is aflame,
AS for you, it yearns.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Falling Fool
 
I am a  falling fool,
Falling always in love.
I feel the failing rule,
The beating wings of a dove.
Her eyes spark a flame in me,
And her hair is always aglow.
With fierily intense,
Flames that feel and flow.
So heed my final thoughts,
As I prepare for my doom.
When I fall, I fall hard,
I'm hoping she sees me soon.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Falling In Love
 
Blue to green, Leave me be,
Green to blue, I need you.
White to grey, Come back today,
Grey to Black, never come back.
False sympathy and tears,
Elegance of fears.
Heart broken and now blind,
My mind will always grind.
Upon the lies upon lies,
And the tries upon tries.
Never succeeding,
Always failing the reading.
So hear my cry,
While you sit there and lie.
To me, face to face.
To my heart I must race.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Far Away (Lyrics)
 
This time, This place
Misused, Mistakes
Too long, Too late
Who was I to make you wait
Just one chance
Just one breath
Just in case there's just one left
'Cause you know,
you know, you know
 
That I love you
I have loved you all along
And I miss you
Been far away for far too long
I keep dreaming you'll be with me
and you'll never go
Stop breathing if
I don't see you anymore
 
On my knees, I'll ask
Last chance for one last dance
'Cause with you, I'd withstand
All of hell to hold your hand
I'd give it all
I'd give for us
Give anything but I won't give up
'Cause you know,
you know, you know
 
So far away
Been far away for far too long
So far away
Been far away for far too long
But you know, you know, you know
 
I wanted
I wanted you to stay
'Cause I needed
I need to hear you say
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That I love you
I have loved you all along
And I forgive you
For being away for far too long
 
So keep breathing
'Cause I'm not leaving you anymore
Believe and, Hold on to me and, never let me go
 
Keep breathing
Hold on to me and, never let me go
 
Satan's Sibling
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Fathom The Deep
 
A creature lies in wait,
To end a young man's life.
Monster of the sea,
Bring upon the strife.
Destroy this sound,
And the sight.
I never want to see,
This light.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Faults
 
Red of Darkness veiled,
Seeing from the highest height,
Floating on the sea.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Fiend Club (Lyrics)
 
We won't pretend that this is the end
We're not losers all of the time
We march and we fall
We're one and for all
It's just evil all of the time...
All the time...
 
We are the fiend club
We are the fiend club
We are the fiend club
Not you! Not you!
 
You dress so messed up
Your hair is too long
But I'm changing all of the time
We march and we fall
We're one and for all
It's just evil all of the time
All of the time
Evil all the time
 
We are the fiend club
We are the fiend club
We are the fiend club
Not you! Not you!
 
We are the fiend club
 
Satan's Sibling
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Fire (Lyrics)
 
One, two
One, two, three
Alright
Now dig this trash, baby
You don't care about me
I don't care about that
I got a new fool
I like it like that
I got only one burning desire
Let me stand next to your fire
(Let me stand next to your fire)
(Let me stand next to your fire)
Let me stand
(Let me stand next to your fire)
I wanna stand
(Let me stand next to your fire)
Listen here, baby
Arh, stop acting so crazy
You say your mom ain't home
That ain't my concern
If you play with me, ah, you won't get burned
I got only one itchin desire
Let me stand next to your fire
(Let me stand next to your fire)
Oh, let me stand
(Let me stand next to your fire)
Yeah, let me stand
(Let me stand next to your fire)
Come on let me stand
Let me stand next to your fire
Oh, yeah
Move over, Rover
Let Alice take over
Arh, you know what I'm talkin' about
Get over baby
That's what I'm taking about
Dig this
You gotta give me your money, better save it, babe
Save it for your rainy day
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I got only one burning desire
Let me stand next to your fire
Let me stand next to your fire
Baby, let me stand
(Let me stand next to your fire)
Arh, let me stand
Let me stand next to your fire
I wanna get that man where ***
Oh, let me stand
I just wanna stand
Ah, Jimi's rolling over
Hey, hey, K. J
Arh, you know what I'm talkin' about
Huh, yeah, fire
I just, just wanna stand
In ya fire
 
Satan's Sibling
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Fire Coming Out Of The Monkey's Head (Lyrics Turned
Short Story.)
 
Once upon a time at the foot of a great mountain,
there was a town where the people known as Happyfolk lived. 
Their very existence a mystery to the rest of the world, obscured as it was by
great clouds.
Here they played out their peaceful lives,
innocent of the litany of excess and violence that was growing in the world
below.
To live in harmony with the spirit of the mountain called Monkey was enough.
Then one day Strangefolk arrived in the town.
They came in camouflaged, hidden behind dark glasses, and no one noticed
them; they only saw shadows.
You see, without the truth of the eyes, the Happyfolk were blind.
 
In time, the Strangefolk found their way into the higher reaches of the mountain,
and it was there that they found the caves of unimaginable sincerity and beauty.
By chance, they stumbled upon the place where all good souls come to rest.
The Strangefolk, they coveted the jewels in these caves above all things, and
soon they began to mine the mountain, it's rich seam fueling the chaos of their
own world.
Meanwhile, down in the town, the Happyfolk slept restlessly, their dreams
invaded by shadowy figures digging away at their souls.
Every day, people would wake and stare at the mountain. Why was it bringing
darkness into their lives?
And as the Strangefolk mined deeper and deeper into the mountain, holes began
to appear, bringing with them a cold and bitter wind that chilled the very soul of
the Monkey.
For the first time, the Happyfolk felt fearful for, they knew that soon the Monkey
would stir from its deep sleep.
 
There came a sound, Distant at first and then grew into Castrophonies so
immense they could be heard out in the far reaches of space.
 
There were no screams.
 
There was no time.
 
The mountain called monkey had spoken.
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There was only fire, and then...
 
Nothing.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Flame
 
Forever on the traintracks of life
Lasting for all eternity
And burning inside me
My only flame
Egging on my heart.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Flame Dream
 
I had a dream last night,
Of a girl with dark red hair.
Am I living a lie,
Or must I decide,
If she exists with that stare.
 
I had a dream last night,
Of a girl with pitch black lips.
Her eyes sparkled all the while,
She flashed a killer smile,
And played a heart on her fingertips.
 
I had a dream last night,
Of a girl which I do not know.
Does she believe?
Is she for me?
Why do I feel I know her so?
 
I had a dream last night,
But I know that her I must find.
For if she exists,
My life shall be bliss,
Even on the darkest Valentine.
 
(A note to J.J if she ends up reading this.  Dont fool yourself into think this is
about you. This is about a dream I had, of which I feel I know the person.)
 
Satan's Sibling
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Followed (Self-Composed Lyrics)
 
I am walking down the endless mile,
I feel the hunger of the devil's smile.
I live now to eternity,
I am waiting for you to set me free.
 
Feeding frenzy in the night,
Red sky in morning, devil's delight.
Burning sun, it cleanses me,
(Set me free.)
 
But I know, that i am being followed,
By the killer from the light.
Crimson blood through her hair.
She knows that I cant see her,
Repulsive heart and medeval fright.
 
Followed.
 
Followed.
 
Followed.
By the setting sun.
Followed.
By everyone.
Followed.
They never leave me be.
(Set me free.)
 
Lightest and reddest hair of flame,
I wait upon the church,
For her to speak my name.
Eyes with teasing sympathy,
It drives me insane.
(Set me free.)
 
Followed.
By the setting sun.
Followed.
By everyone.
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Followed.
They never leave me be.
(Set me free.)
 
(Set me free.)
 
Set me free!
 
Satan's Sibling
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Foolish Hearts
 
Fair in love and war
Over simple quarrels
Over the world
Lands the way they are today
In my heart I know
Soon we will meet
Hearts will become entwined.
 
Hence the world
Each man and creature
As one occupant
Rewards themselves
Through their actions
Seemingly harmless.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Forbidden Lover (Self-Composed Lyrics)
 
(Verse1)
Death communicates with me,
Like a ghost rising from her grave.
I love her so, But my mind, it says no,
She knows that my hunger, I can't stave.
 
Blood races through my veins,
Like a shark through the sea.
I want her badly, I love her madly,
My heart beats wildy within me.
 
(Chorus)
Heart is wild, and it fits like a glove,
Soul is free, Cannot fight this inescapable love.
Hurt so strong, makes you wanna cry, mother,
Heart is ripped in half,  But i still love the forbidden lover.
 
(Verse2)
Cupid strikes, and my body defies,
I wrench the arrow from my heart.
I am blind, she has overthrown my mind,
Love is strong, and this one's from the start.
 
(Chorus)
 
Romance and fears,
False sympathy and tears,
Heart and soul as one,
Burning like a sun.
 
Romance and fears,
False sympathy and tears,
Heart and soul as one,
Burning like a sun.
 
(Chorus x2)
 
Satan's Sibling
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Forever Fades Away (Lyrics)
 
It burns like a fire in the night
It polarizes and becomes her starlight
Starlight
 
Under the trees, in the night
You'll find it there
In the space between heartbeats
Where the whole world disappears
 
In another garden
I'm lost again
Like the razor's kiss
It's you I hold
 
And the flame still burns (forever)
And her heart still yearns (forever)
And in my dreams I've found this place
But the endless pain (forever)
And the light grows faint (forever)
As forever fades away
Forever fades away
 
Inside your dreams you will see forever stare
It's around us but we cannot stay
Moments are all we have
[Forever Fades Away Lyrics on ]
 
But in this moment we can live a lifetime here
All that's passed and shrunken
Falls away under the trees
 
In another garden
I'm lost again
Like the razor's kiss
It's you I hold
 
And the flame still burns (forever)
And her heart still yearns (forever)
And in my dreams I've found this place
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But the endless pain (forever)
And the light grows faint (forever)
As forever fades away
Forever fades away
 
In another garden
I'm lost again
Like the razor's kiss
It's you I hold
 
And the flame still burns (forever)
And her heart still yearns (forever)
And in my dreams I've found this place
But the endless pain (forever)
And the light grows faint (forever)
As forever fades away
Forever fades away
Forever fades away
As forever fades away
Forever fades away
Forever fades away
As forever fades away
Forever fades away
 
Satan's Sibling
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Forevermore
 
An endless array of stars,
Lie asleep, forevermore.
they shall never shine again,
No-one shall enter space's door.
The moon will now lie dormant,
Never again shall he glow.
From the fiery red, hot sun,
Never again will fire blow.
So look up upon an eternal nigh,
and rest your weary eyes at space's door.
For never shall they open again,
They will lay at peace, forevermore.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Formalities
 
Burning plastic notes,
They smell ashes of plastic,
Black suits with white shirts.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Fresh Blood (Lyrics)
 
All the neighbours never see me
But they wonder why I walk around at night
he gets hungry - I go hunting
In the moonlit streets
For somebody that's right
 
Fresh blood, a sanguinary feast
Is all he's living for
And he craves it more and more
Showgirls, businessmen in suits in the midnight rain
If they walk alone are never seen again
 
In the paper, seems a florist
Found in Lincoln Park, died of some anemia
No one raped her, poor Doloris,
Just detained her and drained her on the spot
 
Fresh blood, a sanguinary feast
Is all he's living for
And he craves it more and more
Old men, ladies of the night walking in the rain
If they walk alone are never seen again
 
Fresh blood it goes through me, flows through me
Fresh blood inside of me, cry to me
Fresh blood it goes through me, flows through me
Fresh blood inside of me, cry to me
 
No one calls and no one visits
We're like a couplet out of Desolation Row
We don't want them to want to know us
'Cause when they do, they get a little bit too close
 
Fresh blood, a sanguinary feast is all I'm living for
and I crave it more and more
Bad girls, cops on the beat in the midnight rain
If they're out alone, are never seen again
 
Fresh blood it goes through me, flows through me
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Fresh blood inside of me, cry to me
Fresh blood it goes through me, flows through me
Fresh blood inside of me, cry to me
Fresh blood it goes through me, flows through me
Fresh blood inside of me, cry to me
Fresh blood it goes through me, flows through me
Fresh blood inside of me, cry to me
Fresh blood it goes through me, flows through me
Fresh blood inside of me, cry to me, cry to me
Fresh blood it goes through me, flows through me
Fresh blood inside of me, cry to me, cry to me
 
Satan's Sibling
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From Now To Eternity
 
I look into your eyes,
I feel my heart rise,
With emotions so complicated,
Feelings through the years accumulated.
I see my love for you,
And what we've been through,
My love is for you to see,
But you don't love me.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Frost Bite
 
Your hands are so cold, my love,
Beneath these leafless winter trees.
Your lips are ocean blue, my love,
And have now ceased to call my name.
Its so cold out here,
And I cant seem to see.
Its so very cold out here,
So please, dont fall asleep.
The stars wont give us heat, my love,
And the sun is far away.
The night is black as pitch, my love,
No sign of a coming day.
Its so cold out here,
And I cant seem to see.
Its so very cold out here,
So please, dont fall asleep.
Your hair is white with frost, my love,
Your skin is Alabaster.
Ill sit here in the cleansing, my love,
Til the angels come to find us.
Its so cold out here,
And I cant seem to see.
Its so very cold out here,
So please, dont fall asleep.
dont fall asleep,
dont fall asleep,
Its so cold in here.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Funny Quote # 9
 
'Wendy, you need to sort out your priorities.  What's more important?
Being on TV?  Or some stupid assanination? '(Stan.)
'I cant do it alone, stan.'(Wendy.)
(Stan grins weird)
'Uh oh, we're losing him.'(Kyle)
 
Stan/Wendy/Kyle/South park
 
Satan's Sibling
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Funny Quote #12
 
'Without TV it's hard to tell where one day ends and the other begins.'
Homer Simpson/the simpsons
 
Satan's Sibling
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Funny Quote #13
 
(homer bungees into sewer and down into palace of the moleman.)
'There is no escape from the palace of the moleman.'
(Homer shoots back up.)
'Well, except that.'
Moleman/The simpsons
 
Satan's Sibling
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Funny Quote #14
 
'We played Dungeons and dragons for 3 hours.
And then I was slain by an elf.'
Homer/The simpsons
 
Satan's Sibling
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Funny Quote #17
 
'I just torched a building and Im afraid I'll do it again! '(Pyromaniac)
'Ok, I'll just type it up on my invisible typewriter....Fruitcake.'(Wiggum)
Wiggum/the simpsons
 
Satan's Sibling
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Funny Quote #18
 
'He has a heavenly voice... Like Erkle.
And he appears every friday night... Like Erkle.'
Homer/the simpsons
 
Satan's Sibling
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Funny Quote #19
 
'Hey wisebody, curve it next time! '
Sid/ice age 1
 
Satan's Sibling
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Funny Quote #20
 
The prof.: This is a smelloscope that allows you to smell things in space.
Fry: I hope you dont make me smell uranus.
Leela: I dont get it.
Prof.: Sorry Fry, scientists changed the name to end that stupid joke once and
for all.
Fry: What's it called now.
Prof.: Urectum.
 
(Fry/Leela/The Prof.)
Futurama
 
Satan's Sibling
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Furor Frenzy
 
Fast steps of the dance,
Lightning on the ankles,
Repeating the romance.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Ghosts Of Memory (Lyrics)
 
A place of rest I've tried to find
Aching in my heart, chaos in my mind
This place is poison to my soul
Can't take much more, I'm losing control
 
Faded perfume in a room
Once a sanctuary, now simply a tomb
And it is in this tomb I lie
Dried flowers pressed in pages of faded romance died
 
And I'm haunted by ghosts of memory
Taunted by promises
What could have been?
Haunted, by ghosts of memory
Taunted by promises
Please set me free
 
Roses blooming in hellfire
Prisoner of the past and my heart's dark desire
Phantom love that still holds on
My dreams do not remember, that you are gone
 
Just like the melting snow in spring
It couldn't last, that's true of many things
In the emerald sea I'll lie
Dried flowers pressed in pages of faded romance died
 
Satan's Sibling
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Ghoulina (Lyrics)
 
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (yeah, yeah...)
To me you're perfect, your hotter than hell,
A society reject but my bombshell,
You may be a disgust to others but I don't care,
To me you rock, when were together, oh the passion, I Like the way you caress
my......hair
You give what I want
Everything I need (yeah, yeah...)
 
[Chorus: ]
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
I want you, I need you
Please give it to me girl
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
I want you, I need you
Please give it to me girl
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (yeah, yeah...)
 
You're the sweetest creature I've ever seen,
A freak to the public, but your my beauty queen,
You may be an insult to others, who cares gee whizz, you still rock the sound of
your breath,
Oh the sweat, the way you look at me when we...........kiss
You give what I want
Everything I need (yeah, yeah...)
 
[Chorus: ]
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
I want you, I need you
Please give it to me girl
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
I want you, I need you
Please give it to me girl
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (yeah, yeah...)
 
You give me what I want
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You give me everything I need
Ghoulina your the one
You gotta gotta give it to me
 
[Chorus: ]
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
I want you, I need you
Please give it to me girl
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
I want you, I need you
Please give it to me girl
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (yeah, yeah...)
 
I want you, I need you, ghoulina girl
I want you, I need you, your my ghoulina girl
 
[Guitar Solo]
 
[Chorus: ]
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
I want you, I need you
Please give it to me girl
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
I want you, I need you
Please give it to me girl
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (oh, ooh...)
Ghoulies girl, ghoulina, (yeah, yeah...)
 
Satan's Sibling
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Girl You Want (Lyrics)
 
She sings from somewhere you can't see,
She sits in the top of the greenest tree.
She sends an aroma of undefined love,
It drips on down in a mist from above.
 
She's just a girl,
Just a girl,
The girl you want.
 
She's a girl,
Just a girl,
The girl you want.
 
You hear her calling everywhere you turn,
You know you're headed for the pleasure burn.
But the words get stuck on the tip of your tongue,
She's the real thing, but you knew it all along.
 
She's just a girl,
Just a girl,
The girl you want.
 
She's just a girl,
Just a girl,
The girl you want.
 
Look at youw  with your mouth watering,
Look at you with your mind reeling.
Why don't you admit it's all over,
She's just the girl you want.
 
She's a girl,
Just a girl,
The girl you want.
 
She's a girl,
Just a girl,
The girl you want.
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She sings from somewhere you can't see,
She sits in the top of the greenest tree.
She sends an aroma of undefined lust,
It drips on down in a mist from above.
 
She's just a girl,
Just a girl,
The girl you want.
 
She's a girl,
Just a girl,
The girl you want.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Give Me Life
 
Green of the grass that i stand upon,
Indigo of the rainbow before me,
Violet of the beam behind me,
Energy of the light that shines upon me.
 
Mild and tainted of the darkness of the music,
Eternal of the echoes of the ages.
 
Lies of the deception through the times,
Into the shadows I walk,
Forever I stand,
Enervating my inner soul.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Glass House
 
Glass house on the hill,
Waiting to collapse swiftly,
Shattering windows.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Going Home (Lyrics)
 
I'm going home
There I am in my bedroom
I'm safe and snug and snoring
and so glad to be there
I'm going home
None of this ever happened
But God, I really did it
Still nothing has changed
I'm going home
I'm going home
To my own room to all the mess
To all the dirty laundry
It looks so good I don't care
I'm just so glad to be back home
Sweet home
I wonder if anyone missed me
Or have I been gone so long
They thought that I died
How many said I wonder what happened to Alice
How many shrugged or laughed
How many cried
But I don't give a damn
'Cuz I'm going home
I'm going home
To my own room to all the mess
To all the dirty laundry
It looks so good I don't care
I'm just so glad to be back home
I'm going home
Nothing can stop me now
I'm going home
Nothing can stop me now
I'm going home
Nothing can stop me now
I'm going home
Nothing can stop me now
I'm going home
Nothing can stop me now
I'm going home
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Nothing can stop me now
 
Satan's Sibling
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Golden Years (Lyrics)
 
Don't let me hear you say life's taking you nowhere, angel
Come get up my baby
Look at that sky, life's begun
Nights are warm and the days are young
Come get up my baby
 
There's my baby, lost that's all
Once I'm begging you save her little soul
Golden years, golden years whop whop
Come get up my baby
 
Last night they loved you, opening doors and pulling some strings, angel
Come get up my baby
In walked luck and you looked in time
Never look back, walk tall, act fine
Come get up my baby
 
I'll stick with you baby for a thousand years
Nothing's gonna touch you in these golden years, gold
Golden years, golden years whop whop
Come get up my baby
 
Some of these days, and it won't be long
Gonna drive back down where you once belonged
In the back of a dream car twenty foot long
Don't cry my sweet, don't break my heart
Doing all right, but you gotta get smart
Wish upon, wish upon, day upon day, I believe oh lord
I believe all the way
Come get up my baby
Run for the shadows, run for the shadows, run for the shadows in these golden
years
 
There's my baby, lost that's all
Once I'm begging you save her little soul
Golden years, golden years whop whop
Come get up my baby
 
Don't let me hear you say life's taking you nowhere, angel
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Come get up my baby
Run for the shadows, run for the shadows
Run for the shadows in these golden years
 
I'll stick with you baby for a thousand years
Nothing's gonna touch you in these golden years.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Graveyard Dance
 
I dance, over the fallen tombstones.
A grey, shattered stage,
Of markers of lost.
Bones crushed beneath my feet,
Ages pass by me.
But i stay with my graveyard dance.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Graveyard Garden
 
Blackest night and purest moon,
Have never seemed to arrive too soon.
Truest love and Heartfelt night,
I stand under the cold moonlight.
 
Silver shadows at my back,
in my arms, a bloody sack.
Ahead of me an empty grave,
For the girl that I was too late to save.
 
Crimson red, it stains my shirt,
As I throw her upon the dirt.
Pour the ground upon the love,
A hear the wings of a Black Dove.
 
I stand above and weep at night,
Waiting for my lover's flight.
The Reaper's hearse, it holds my love,
The coffin fits her like a glove.
 
A sacrosanct taste on the coldest wind,
As the night-time owls cease to sing.
The morning glow has come at last,
It seems the night has gone so fast.
 
I put the shovel on the grave,
A tribute to the girl I could not save.
I try to sleep at every night,
But my dreams are cursed with the Reaper's flight.
 
I lay in bed, with my shirt as ash,
I check to see my lovely stash.
I try to rest but my mind foes back,
To the bloody red shirt and that bloody red sack.
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Graveyard Queen (Lyrics)  Unfinished.
 
Lost my baby on a moonless night.
Our dreams were shattered by our teenage lives.
Her severed head sitting on my knee.
The words she spoke now haunted me.
 
I love you baby, I've been thinking all night,
Your arms around me and a bed, satin white.
I want to give it all to you, Show my love is really true,
Timing's right, my cherry's ripe.
 
In the morgue my baby lying naked, no distress,
Her wholesome body's white,
And take me from this place.
To my only girl, far from stolen worlds,
To the Graveyard she became.
 
Oh, my graveyard queen,
She cold and mighty lean,
She's got that morbid sheen,
Yes, she's my graveyard queen.
My baby,
Is a graveyard queen.
 
To my only girl, far from stolen worlds,
To the Graveyard she became.
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Happy Halloween (Self Composed Lyrics)
 
Hold your blood,
But keep your mask on.
I'll show you the life,
Of a silver beyond.
Apple bobbing,
Just don't feel right.
Farewell to the Sun,
Hey, to the welcoming night.
 
Doorbells ringing,
off the hook.
hands in your pockets,
Here comes The Cook.
Blood opened wounds,
Eating flesh tonight.
Here comes Satan,
Time for Flight or Fright.
 
Hold your blood,
But keep your mask on.
I'll show you the life,
Of a silver beyond.
Apple bobbing,
Just don't feel right.
Farewell to the Sun,
Hey, to the welcoming night.
 
Black haired girl,
Makeup on right.
Costume of death, girl,
You make my heart jump high.
Billowing black robes,
And a shadowed face.
Never seen a killer,
Move with such grace.
 
Hold your blood,
But keep your mask on.
I'll show you the life,
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Of a silver beyond.
Apple bobbing,
Just don't feel right.
Farewell to the Sun,
Hey, to the welcoming night.
 
Hold your blood,
But keep your mask on.
I'll show you the life,
Of a silver beyond.
Apple bobbing,
Just don't feel right.
Farewell to the Sun,
Hey, to the welcoming night.
 
Farewell to the Sun,
Hey, to the welcoming night.
 
Farewell to the Sun,
Hey, to the welcoming night.
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Hast Engel (Hate Angel.)
 
Leather wings,
Eyes of blood.
Seeing all,
Burn them to mud.
Lighter allies,
Never be.
Hast Engel,
Let them see.
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Haunted (Lyrics)
 
I was sitting all alone, dark and grey and crying.
Someone in my life I feared, was at the point of dying.
A cold wind blew right up my spine, It was the break of dawn.
A little voice way deep inside, Told me she was gone.
 
This house is haunted,
That's how I want it to be.
This house is haunted,
You can always stay here with me.
 
No more singing, no more laughing, No more sunny days.
She left and took the colours with her, Buried in her grave.
This is where we climbed the tower, This is where she fell.
And when her young heart, stopped beating, I went to hell.
 
This house is haunted.
This house is haunted.
 
You float through the living room, I watch my TV.
I feel you sit down on the couch, Right here next to me.
And then I feel your lips touch mine, just like we used to do.
I'm so happy all alone, Being here with you.
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Heaven On Their Minds (Lyrics)
 
(From Jesus Christ Superstar.)
My mind is clearer now.
At last, all too well,
I can see where we all soon will be.
If you strip away,
The myth, from the man,
You will see where we all soon will be.
Jesus!
You ask us to believe,
The things they say of you,
You really do believe,
This talk of God is true.
And all the good you've done,
Will soon get swept away,
You've begun to matter more,
Than the things you say.
 
Listen jesus I don't like what I see.
All I ask is that you listen to me.
And remember, I'v been your right hand man all along.
You have set them all on fire.
They think they've found the new messiah.
And they'll hurt when they find they're wrong.
 
I remember when this whole thing began,
No talk of god then we called you a man.
And believe me, My admiriation for you hasn't died.
But every word you say today.
Gets twisted 'round some other way.
And they'll hurt you if they think you've lied.
 
Nazereth, your famous son,
Should have stayed the great unknown,
Like his father carving wood,
It've made good.
Tabel, chair and oak and chest,
Would've suited jesus best,
It've caused nobody harm.
No one alarmed.
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Listen jesus do you care for your race,
Don't you see we must keep in our place.
We are occupied,
Have you forgotten how put down we are.
And our conquerers object.
To another noisy 'sect.
And they'll crush us if we go too far.
If we go too far.
 
Listen jesus to the warning I give,
Please remember that I want us to live.
But it's sad to see our chances weakining with every hour.
All you followers are blind!
Too much heaven on their minds.
It was beautiful but now it's sour.
Yes it's so gone sour.
Listen jesus to the warning I give,
Please remember that I want us to live.
So listen jesus to the warning I give,
I just want us to live.
It's so......
Gone Sour.
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Height
 
Dizzying fire heights,
Heart and head are pounding now,
Falling forever.
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Hell
 
H aunting me,
E nds I can see,
L ying in her grave,
L eaving her grave.
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Hellbound
 
The stare of soulless eyes,
And the feel of icy breath,
Both linger upon my back.
The fear caressing the edges of my mind.
The strength fading from my eyes.
The Darkness settling into my view.
Allusions of apathetic visions,
Project premonitions of doom and darkness.
I see the fire burning through the floor,
Ready to lick at my feet,
Searing exposed flesh.
I fall.
And I know I am Hellbound.
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Hellhound (Lyrics)
 
Got a hellhound dog
That hellhound's gonna rip your face off
Got a hellhound dog
That hellhound's gonna tear right through
 
Got a hellhound born
A hellhound born to the pack
Got a hellhound dog
 
And I know that I might be dead
Those who seek it out
Those who stand a few
 
Hell, hell of Satan's pack
We are born of hate
Both feet into hell
 
Take another step
Towards the bleeding light
Those who seek it out
Those who stand a few
 
We are a part of it
 
Got a hellhound dog
That hellhound's gonna rip your face off
Got a hellhound dog
That hellhound's gonna tear right through
 
Got a hellhound born
A hellhound born to the pack
Got a hellhound dog
That hellhound's gonna rip your face off
 
Got a hellhound dog
That hellhound's gonna rip your face off
Got a hellhound dog
Got a hellhound born
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Heroes & Martyrs (Lyrics)
 
Amid the heat and the wrack
Hot boots invested and cracked
Poor candidates jacked into gray light
An ultraviolent call summoning both poet and thrall
Sweet catalyst for the acolytes
 
Our Heroes and Martyrs
present two points of view
Which deity you're praying to?
What's the sense of heroes & martyrs?
 
Into a welter of night
Flack, rounds and roiling blight
Cracked vertebrates stacked by the wayside
An ultraviolent call summoning both poet and thrall
The inveterate blind seeking daylight
 
Our Heroes and Martyrs
present two points of view
Which deity you're praying to
What's the sense of heroes & martyrs?
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High To Die
 
Leave me be,
I wish to die,
And be left to face the new alone.
My will is set,
My path is planned,
All i will condone.
I hear hell's hounds,
At my door,
As I lie in wait.
I see to live,
I feel to die,
On the narrow and straight.
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Holding Back Time
 
The sands of time are falling,
my time is running out.
I have not acheived a lot,
I must see what life's about.
I observe each grain falling,
Each grain one step closer to the end.
I must fight for the right to live,
just to show my light again.
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Holographic Lover
 
I know you don't exist,
Yet I felt the strangest thing.
That whenever I was near you,
I was on an angel's wing.
 
Maybe I will meet you,
Maybe I may someday.
But until the day I greet you,
I think it is safe to say.
 
That really don't understand you,
You're a woman, after all.
And When I comes to that,
My knowledge starts to fall.
 
You are a dream lover,
A ghost of future life.
Waiting to touch your eager lips,
And to aid you out of strife.
 
I wait, my precious dream,
For your kiss on angel wing.
I know I haven't met you,
But when i do, my heart will sing.
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Honest Goodbye (Title From Song That Inspired The
Poem.)
 
I see my lies,
A dark image of truth.
I watch the stars,
As I lay on the roof.
 
With you by my side,
Nothing I need.
Yet my heart is pounding,
So much blood I could bleed.
 
But now I am here,
As you run by the train.
Reqiuem of love,
Founded in the rain.
 
I cry silent tears,
As you now fall to your knees.
You know how I feel,
And what the dove sees.
 
I wish I could jump,
From the guillotine track.
And kiss you again,
And never look back.
 
But I am no superman,
Nor spider nor bat.
So I let my heart break,
In a black acid vat.
 
I now wave goodbye,
While tears course down your cheeks.
I wait for the platforms end,
While hours turn into weeks.
 
So I now am far away,
But now to strong to cry.
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I wish I could have love,
But I'll do with an Honest Goodbye.
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Horror Hotel (Lyrics)
 
Check into horror hotel
This place is creepy and it's somber too
And a little vampira wrapped on my neck, said
Say something, say something
You wanna start something with me
 
Well, take it up to room 21
Where all the creatures gonna have their fun
And underworld dangers and underworld scum
Take it up to room 21
 
And down the hall with my vampire girlfriend
Say something, say something
You wanna start something with me, here at
 
Horror hotel, horror hotel
Horror hotel, horror hotel
It's up to me
 
Gather round the place of the demon whore
And my girl in room 21
Well, underworld dangers and underworld scum
Take it up to room 21
 
Down the hall with my vampire girlfriend
Say something, say something
You wanna start something with me here at
 
Horror hotel, horror hotel
Horror hotel, horror hotel
It's up to me when it comes down to necking with girls
 
Horror hotel, horror hotel
Horror hotel, horror hotel
It's up to me
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House Of Fire (Lyrics)
 
House of fire
House of fire, yeah
Let's build a house of fire, baby
Not one of wood or stone
Walk thru my door of desire, baby
Come on in and make it your home
Don't need a window to watch you, baby
Don't need no roof overhead
Don't need no key to unlock ya, baby
I'll use my lovin'instead
I won't tire
Take me higher
Building a house of fire, baby
Buildin'it with our love
We are buildin'a house of fire every time we touch
House of fire
House of fire
We ain't gotta pay rent now, baby
No landlord to throw us out
I want to play in your garden, baby
When you want it give me a shout
I won't tire
Take me higher
Building a house of fire, baby
Buildin'it with our love
We are building a house of fire every time we touch
We are building this house together, baby
Standing on solid ground
We are building a house of fire
That you can't tear down
Brick by brick the flames get higher
Build it strong with our desire
Building a house of fire, baby
Building it with our love
We are building a house of fire every time we touch
We are building this house together, baby
Standing on solid ground
We are building a house of fire
That you can't tear down
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Building a house of fire, baby
Building it with our love
We are building a house of fire every time we touch
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How To Save A Life (Lyrics)
 
Step one you say we need to talk
He walks you say sit down it's just a talk
He smiles politely back at you
You stare politely right on through
Some sort of window to your right
As he goes left and you stay right
Between the lines of fear and blame
And you begin to wonder why you came
 
Where did I go wrong, I lost a friend
Somewhere along in the bitterness
And I would have stayed up with you all night
Had I known how to save a life
 
Let him know that you know best
Cause after all you do know best
Try to slip past his defense
Without granting innocence
Lay down a list of what is wrong
The things you've told him all along
And pray to God he hears you
And pray to God he hears you
 
Where did I go wrong, I lost a friend
Somewhere along in the bitterness
And I would have stayed up with you all night
Had I known how to save a life
 
As he begins to raise his voice
You lower yours and grant him one last choice
Drive until you lose the road
Or break with the ones you've followed
He will do one of two things
He will admit to everything
Or he'll say he's just not the same
And you'll begin to wonder why you came
 
Where did I go wrong, I lost a friend
Somewhere along in the bitterness
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And I would have stayed up with you all night
Had I known how to save a life
 
 
Where did I go wrong, I lost a friend
Somewhere along in the bitterness
And I would have stayed up with you all night
Had I known how to save a life
How to save a life
How to save a life
 
 
Where did I go wrong, I lost a friend
Somewhere along in the bitterness
And I would have stayed up with you all night
Had I known how to save a life
 
Where did I go wrong, I lost a friend
Somewhere along in the bitterness
And I would have stayed up with you all night
Had I known how to save a life
How to save a life
How to save a life
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Hunting Humans (Lyrics)
 
Upon this threshold of disaster
The birth of the eleventh plague
The fires burn at night, I begin to doubt the smell of burning flesh
Will ever fade away
 
The touch of death is all around us
A thousand corpses block our way
A man-made germ makes almost everyone commit suicide
Just to rise and eat their dead
Night of the living Dead...
 
We're hunting humans
We're hunting humans
We're hunting humans
It's killing time every evening
 
I can't control this eerie feeling
An evil screaming in my head
I don't think I'll last the night
There is no cure
For this genocide
Or resurrection of the dead
Night of the living Dead...
 
We're hunting humans...
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I Can'T Be There
 
When you weep a thousand tears,
I can't be there.
When you hold a thousand fears,
I can't be there.
When you burn from candle flame,
I can't be there.
My life will never be the same,
Coz I can't be there.
 
When you feel your heart breaking,
Mine is as well,
When you shiver in the summer,
And not a dropp of rain has fell.
 
Just know I think of you,
In the cold, darkest midnight.
I'll be there in spirit,
When you get the shadowed fright.
 
When you cry out aloud,
I can't be there.
When you feel the coming clouds,
I can't be there.
While the black rose in your heart blooms,
I can't be there.
While the heartbreakk, it still swoons,
I can't be there.
 
I fantasise a kiss,
Among the icy wind.
At the peak of a grassy hill,
I feel reality's sting.
 
I feel my heart break,
Just as yours does too.
Head spinning, mouth dry,
I've got a deadly flu.
 
When the stars above glitter,
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I'll think of you.
While the moon still shimmers,
I'll think of you.
While the trees whisper your name,
I'll think of you.
My life will never be the same,
But I'll still think of you.
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I Hope Your Chooks Turn Into Emus (Lyrics/Famed
Aussie Poem.)
 
In the bar there were two blokes arguin',
And I reckoned any minute now fists their would start to swing.
The tall one wagged his finger and said a vulgar word,
And shorty, he had hit it, and this masterpiece I heard.
 
'I hope your chooks turn into emus,
And peck your dunny down.
Peck your dunny down.
Really go to town.
I hope your chooks turn into emus.
Yes, I do, I really do.
And when they've pecked your dunny down,
I hope they peck on you.'
 
The bartender came over and said, 'Hey, shorty, what's all this fuss about?
You're getting to obstropolis, I'll just have to put yous out.'
The tall bloke's eyes were brimmin'
And his face was fiery red.
'He reckons he's me cobber!  Did you hear what he just said! ? '
 
'I hope your chooks turn into emus,
And peck your dunny down.
Peck your dunny down.
Really go to town.
I hope your chooks turn into emus.
Yes, I do, I really do.
And when they've pecked your dunny down,
I hope they peck on you.'
 
I finished off me schooner and walked right out the door.
I'd watched a strong man cry and couldn't stand it anymore.
But still the memory lingers through the hubub and the beers.
Those famous words of shorty's that re-echoed in my ears.
 
'I hope your chooks turn into emus,
And peck your dunny down.
Peck your dunny down.
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Really go to town.
I hope your chooks turn into emus.
Yes, I do, I really do.
And when they've pecked your dunny down,
I hope they peck on,
Hope they peck on,
Hope they peck on you.'
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Images
 
Flashing in my head,
They never cease to be.
I feel them show my path,
But I wish they'd leave me be.
I'd die without these images,
They show me the truth.
The bland sensory,
The path from elder to youth.
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In Just Seven Days (I Can Make You A Man.)
 
A weakling,
weighing 98 pounds,
Will get sand in his face,
When kicked to the ground.
 
And soon in the gym,
With a determined chin.
The sweat from his pores,
As he works for his cause.
 
Will make him glisten,
And gleam.
And with massage,
And a little bit of steam.
 
He'll be pink.
And quite lean.
He'll be a strong man,
But a raw man.
 
He'll eat nutritious, high protein,
and swallow raw eggs.
try to build up his shoulders,
Chest, arms and legs.
 
Such an effort,
If he only knew of my plan,
In just seven days,
I can make you a man.
 
He'll do press ups, chin ups,
Do the snatch, clean and jerk.
He thinks dynamic tension,
Must be hard work.
 
Such strenuous living,
I just don't understand.
When in just seven days,
I can make you a man.
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In My Heart
 
In my heart I quiver,
As I sleep alone tonight.
Yet I understand,
It's like any other loss of light.
I want to meet you so,
And hold my arms around you tight.
But in my heart I quiver,
Because I sleep alone tonight.
 
Dedicated to Morgan Christian.
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Incorporeal (Lyrics)
 
Im dead.
I died long ago, but my spirit still roams.
(Incorporeal)
Unwanted in heaven, forgotten in hell as on earth.
(Incorporeal)
Dont want to stay here, it seems I'll never be free.
Oh can you hear me?
(no)
 
And so, It has come to me that I must wander forever.
(Incorporeal)
Many things I have seen, Empires that rise and then fall.
(Incorporeal)
The life you live long, is simply a moment to me.
A tiny dropp of water in the sea.
Of eternity.
 
There's no place for me here, everywhere that I go,
Only seems to bring upset and harm.
There's one thing I want and one thing only,
Release into the great beyond.
Don't want to remember when I was alive,
I held my true love in my arms.
 
For like you I once was,
And like me you shall be.
 
When you feel a chill in the night,
perhaps it's me saying hello.
(Incorporeal)
You're so much like my love,
Though she lived in a long ago time.
(Incorporeal.)
I want to see her,
Pity now my soul's laid to rest.
The peace that I could not find in life,
I can find in death.
 
There's no place for me here, everywhere that I go,
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Only seems to bring upset and harm.
There's one thing I want and one thing only,
Release into the great beyond.
Don't want to remember when I was alive,
I held my true love in my arms.
 
Like you I once was,
Like me you shall be.
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It Is You
 
It is you who I have watched,
Playing your idea of a game.
It is you I have talked to,
While you laughed.
It is you I have admired all along,
While your inner beauty whispers sweetly.
It is you I will never leave behind,
It is you I will never forget.
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It's My Life (Lyrics)
 
This ain't a song for the broken-hearted
No silent prayer for the faith-departed
I ain't gonna be just a face in the crowd
You're gonna hear my voice
When I shout it out loud
 
Chorus:
It's my life
It's now or never
I ain't gonna live forever
I just want to live while I'm alive
(It's my life) 
My heart is like an open highway
Like Frankie said
I did it my way
I just wanna live while I'm alive
It's my life
 
This is for the ones who stood their ground
For Tommy and Gina who never backed down
Tomorrow's getting harder make no mistake
Luck ain't even lucky
Got to make your own breaks
 
Chorus:
It's my life
And it's now or never
I ain't gonna live forever
I just want to live while I'm alive
(It's my life) 
My heart is like an open highway
Like Frankie said
I did it my way
I just want to live while I'm alive
'Cause it's my life
 
Better stand tall when they're calling you out
Don't bend, don't break, baby, don't back down
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Chorus:
It's my life
And it's now or never
'Cause I ain't gonna live forever
I just want to live while I'm alive
(It's my life) 
My heart is like an open highway
Like Frankie said
I did it my way
I just want to live while I'm alive
 
Chorus:
It's my life
And it's now or never
'Cause I ain't gonna live forever
I just want to live while I'm alive
(It's my life) 
My heart is like an open highway
Like Frankie said
I did it my way
I just want to live while I'm alive
'Cause it's my life!
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Justice Roars
 
The hound of the Scales,
Lyes awake, never sleeping.
His howl it echoes,
He's creeping, he's creeping.
Each fangs of the sword,
Snarling viciously, Eternally.
His internal fire always rages,
A view infernally, a view infernally.
The roar of Justice,
Now ceasing, now ceasing.
Waiting to roar again,
He lay in pieces, in pieces.
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King Herod's Song (Lyrics)
 
Jesus, I am overjoyed to meet you face to face.
You've been getting quite a name,
All around the place.
Healing cripple's, rasing from the dead,
And now I understand you're god.
At least that's what you've said.
 
So.
You are the christ, you're the great jesus christ.
Prove to me that your divine.
Change my water into wine.
That's all you need do and I'll know it's all true.
Come on King of the Jews.
 
Jesus you just won't beleive the hit you've been round here.
You are all we talk about, The wonder of the year.
Oh, what a pity, if it's all a lie.
Still I'm sure that you could rock the cynics if your tried.
You are the christ, yes the wonderful christ.
Prove to me that you're no fool.
Walk across my swimming pool.
If you'd do that for me, then I'll let you go free.
Come on King of the Jews.
 
I only ask what I'd ask any superstar.
What is it that you have got that puts you where you are.
I am waiting!
I'm a captive fan.
I'm dying to be shown that you are not just any man.
 
So if you are the christ, yes the great jesus christ.
Feed my household with this bread,
You could do it on your head!
Or has something gone wrong.
Why do you take so long.
Come on King of the Jews.
 
Hey.
Aren't.
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You.
Scared of me christ.
Mr wonderful christ.
What a joke you're not the lord,
You are nothing but a fraud.
Take him away, he's got nothing to say.
Get you you king of the-
Get out-
Get out you king of the jews.
Get out you king of the jews.
Get out of my life!
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King Of Men
 
The king of men,
With the watchful eye.
Invisions himself,
As he watches men die.
He yet still does naught,
As man will call.
Yet he wills it,
For man to fall.
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Leper Christ Of Demons
 
Shadows rush through my head,
Rage filling every sense of my existence,
Hollowing me out and tearing me down.
Like a lion devouring a carcass.
Sympathetic lies caress my heartbreak now faded.
Death falls to my whim and embraces my loss.
Dialectic illusions free my soul from Cupid's blinding arrow,
Wrenched from my chest, leaving the love to bleed freely from me,
Running from me.
And I feel.
Numb.
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Liar
 
L eaving minds numbed,
I nto oblivion,
A nd restlessly twitching.
R ose of black.
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Life's Little Redundancies
 
A life is lost on narrow and straight,
A life left too long, a life left too late.
Gunshots echo in the head of the dead,
Forever lasting in the wounded's head.
The unknown is clear, for death there is no need,
For the will of the man is the son's final deed.
A life is wasted and no-one could care less,
But at least he will remember his life at it's best.
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Light Of Nigh
 
Burning light so bright,
Guide the trader through darkness,
Where evil now roams.
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Locked Out
 
I ram a big steel door,
In the vastness of a mind.
Locked out for all of my natural life,
But I care not for what I find.
The hinges buckle as I try,
And try with all my might.
For I know that I will win this war,
This battle, this eternal fight.
The door falls down as screeches scream,
And blast the vastness of a mind.
For as I said before,
I care not what I find.
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Locks
 
Barging down the gates,
They shall never bow again,
Locks are now broken.
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Losers
 
Maybe they're wrong,
Maybe they're right,
But yet still I doubt it,
They should just take flight.
 
And fly away,
Before I snap,
Leaving a new anger,
running like a tap.
 
For they will regret,
What they did,
To me they refused,
What I bid.
 
So I warning to thee,
As I am on the brink,
See my darkness,
Appear in a blink.
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Lost Love
 
A rose sits in the sand,
reflecting off the waves.
Left there by a man,
Whom, his love, could not be saved.
The boat was overturned,
And he had to watch her drown.
For if had ever moved,
He surely would go down.
 
The man looked at his ring,
Vowed never to take it off.
For it should always remind him,
Of what most would always scoff.
A tear dropped in the sand,
As the rose was overwhelmed.
By the rising tide that moved,
Like the tide hitting the boat's helm.
 
Petals floated to sea,
As the lonely man, he wept.
Every day, he took a rose,
To the sea and it kept.
So hear the ghostly cry,
Of the man that long has died.
For still, he lays that single red rose,
And every day, he cried.
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Lost Pilgrim (Lyrics)
 
Pilgrim, those are dry and bitter tears,
And normal eyes look way beyond your years.
Pilgrim, did you drink the mercury,
Your lips turn blue and you're struggling just to see.
You were too far gone to carry on,
Now your life has stalled.
As you march ahead yet go no place at all.
Pilgrim, when you left that all behind,
The loneliness destroyed your able mind.
Pilgrim, see the writing on the door,
It's taking you back to a place you were before.
 
Pious eyes, ignoring passers by,
Welcome to their grave.
Don't despair, this world of toil and care,
This pilgrim lost his way.
 
Pilgrim, will you ever find your cause,
This drink so pure that you're willing to risk it all.
 
Pious eyes, ignoring passers by,
Welcome to their grave.
Don't despair, this world of toil and care,
This pilgrim lost his way.
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Love Is Blind
 
Love is blind,
It see's not,
Of danger, risk and fear.
It only sees,
The one it needs,
It doesn't see, smell or hear.
It is like a waterfall,
Flowing through a creek,
Until it begins to drop.
But once you fall,
And fall you will,
It is impossible to stop.
Cruel but caring,
morbid but kind,
It will leave you quite confused.
But no matter what,
Unless you can stop,
You will be abused.
For love is blind,
It see's not,
Of danger, risk and fear.
It only sees,
The one it needs,
It doesn't see, smell or hear.
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Love Potion
 
Red for fire,
Passion of heart.
I have loved her,
From the very start.
 
Clouds are booming,
Lightning strikes.
Her and I have,
Always been alike.
 
My heart burns,
I lose control.
I have now learned,
To pay the toll.
 
Blue of skies,
My hearts desire.
My soul, it sings,
Like the voice of a chior.
 
Loving tenderness,
travel the world.
My heart was once rolled up,
But now has unfurled.
 
Red for fire,
Passion of heart.
I have loved her,
From the very start.
 
I have fallen in love,
I feel a catastrophe.
My heart was heavy,
But now is free.
 
My hope begins to quiver,
As I wait for my dream.
Yet again I awake,
Nothing is what it seems.
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I hide in the shadows,
I see no effect.
I reveal myself,
Why, to this love, do I subject?
 
Shaking the ground,
Venom of love.
Fits all fools,
Just like a glove.
 
Red for fire,
Passion of heart.
I have loved her,
From the very start.
 
Red for fire,
Passion of heart.
I have loved her,
From the very start.
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Lovers And Fools
 
Lying eternally
Over matters of the heart
Very intense feelings
Each thought of love
Receiving their rewards
Soon they will succeed.
 
&
 
Forever in love
On the catastrophe of life
On their last loves
Later will be worried about then
Silence is their sorrow.
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Lower The Boom
 
Taking the title,
Red and black gloves of fury,
The fight is over.
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Lunatone (Lyrics)
 
Lunatone, a girl who shimmers through my dreams
And in the glow of twilight her beauty sings, it sings
Lunatone, bring me your love
Lunatone, bring me your..
 
Your light I love forever
Until the end of time
Someday we'll die together
Love's purity enshrined
 
Lunatone, bring me your love
Lunatone, bring me your...
 
What would I do without my Lunatone?
Your light means everything to me
You make the night so perfect
Without you I'm lost
Open your arms to me
 
And when the clouds come over
And I cannot see your light
Hold fast to our love, darling
Everything will be all right
Lunatone, bring me your love
Lunatone, bring me your...
 
What would I do without my Lunatone?
Your light means everything to me
You make the night so perfect
Without you I'm lost
Open your arms to me
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Lunatone(Lyrics)
 
Lunatone, a girl who shimmers through my dreams
And in the glow of twilight her beauty sings, it sings
Lunatone, bring me your love
Lunatone, bring me your..
 
Your light I love forever
Until the end of time
Someday we'll die together
Love's purity enshrined
 
Lunatone, bring me your love
Lunatone, bring me your...
 
What would I do without my Lunatone?
Your light means everything to me
You make the night so perfect
Without you I'm lost
Open your arms to me
 
And when the clouds come over
And I cannot see your light
Hold fast to our love, darling
Everything will be all right
Lunatone, bring me your love
Lunatone, bring me your...
[Lunatone Lyrics on ]
 
What would I do without my Lunatone?
Your light means everything to me
You make the night so perfect
Without you I'm lost
Open your arms to me
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Magic Dance (Lyrics)
 
You remind me of the babe,
(What babe.)
Babe with the power,
(What power.)
The power of voodoo,
(who do?)
You do!
(Do what.)
Remind me of the babe.
 
I saw my baby, crying hard as babe could cry,
What could I do.
My baby's love had gone and left my baby blue,
No one ever knew.
 
What kind of magic spell to use.
Slime and snails.
Puppy dog tails.
Thunder and lightning.
 
And baby said,
Dance, magic dance. (Dance Magic dance.)
Dance, magic dance. (Dance Magic dance.)
Put that magic dance on me.
Jump, magic jump. (Jump, Magic jump.)
Jump, magic jump. (Jump, Magic jump.)
Put that magic spell on me.
 
I saw my baby trying hard as babe could try,
What could I do.
My baby's love had gone adn left my baby blue.
No one ever knew.
 
What kind of magic spell to use.
Slime and snails.
Puppy dog tails.
Thunder and lightning.
 
And baby said,
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Dance, magic dance. (Dance Magic dance.)
Dance, magic dance. (Dance Magic dance.)
Put that magic dance on me.
Jump, magic jump. (Jump, Magic jump.)
Jump, magic jump. (Jump, Magic jump.)
Put that magic spell on me.
 
What kind of magic spell to use.
Slime and snails.
Puppy dog tails.
Thunder and lightning.
 
And baby said,
Dance, magic dance. (Dance Magic dance.)
Dance, magic dance. (Dance Magic dance.)
Put that magic dance on me.
Jump, magic jump. (Jump, Magic jump.)
Jump, magic jump. (Jump, Magic jump.)
Put that magic spell on me.
 
(repeat to fade.)
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Make Believe (Lyrics)
 
People see us everywhere
They think you really care
But myself I can't deceive
I know it's only make believe.
 
My one and only prayer is that some day you'll care,
My hopes, my dreams come true, my one and only you.
No one will ever know how much I love you so
My only prayer will be someday you'll care for me
But it's only make believe.
 
My hopes, my dreams come true, my life I'd give for you,
My heart, a wedding ring, my all, my everything.
My heart I can't control, you rule my very soul,
My only prayer will be someday you'll care for me
But it's only make believe.
 
My one and only prayer, is that some day you'll care,
My hopes, my dreams come true, my one and only you
No one will ever know how much I love you so
My prayer, my hope, and my schemes, you are my every dream
But it's only make believe
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Man Behind The Mask (Lyrics)
 
You're with your baby,
and your parked alone,
On a summers night,
You're deep in love,
but your deeper in the woods,
You think your doing alright.
Did you hear that voice?
Did you see that face?
Or was it just a dream,
This can't be real,
That only happens babe,
On the movie screen.
 
But he's back,
He's the man behind the mask,
And he's outta control,
He's back,
The man behind the mask,
And he crawled out of his hole.
 
You're swimming with your girl,
Out on lovers lake,
And the wind blows cold,
It chills your bones,
but you're still on the make.
That's a bad mistake.
 
But the moon was full,
And you had a chance,
To be all alone,
But you're not alone,
This is your last dance,
And your last romance.
 
Cause he's back,
the man behind the mask,
And he's outta control,
He's back,
the man behind the mask.
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And he crawled out of his hole.
 
If you see him coming,
get away if you can,
just keep on running,
Run as fast as you can.
He's a dangerous, dangerous man.
And he's out tonight,
Adn he's watching you,
And he knows your house.
 
No, don't turn out the lights.
 
Cause he's back,
The man behind the mask,
And he's outta control.
He's back.
The man behind the mask.
And he's after your soul,
He's back.
The man behind the mask.
And he's outta control,
He's back.
The man behind the mask.
And he's after your soul,
he's back.
(repeat to fade.)
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Massacre
 
The blooming nectar,
Blood flows from the innocent,
Ending useless life.
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Massacre Of Hearts (Unfinished.)
 
Red blood runs the streets,
Like liquid roses, dripping from holes.
--
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Meaning Of Life
 
To wander,
And find love,
Upon the new life,
Of this almost inpenetrable darkness.
Coffee in the couch,
Dinner by the candle,
New meanings to find.
And the meaning of life,
Is to live.
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Messiah
 
M ainly a lie.
E nds up dead anyway.
S eemingly too good to be true.
S lippery as an eel.
I n the end gets caught.
A nd always is too good to be true.
H ands out his life on a silver platter.
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Midnight Moonlight
 
The moon, it now hangs freely,
Like a crystal ball among the trees.
I stand, waist deep in water,
Too much longer and I will freeze.
I stare at Lunar Brilliance,
A Sign of who I am.
I watch the moonlight goddess,
Watched since the dawn of man.
 
It's twin sits under the ripples,
Inside the clarity of the lake.
I know soon I must leave,
For the best of everyone's sake.
But the Moonlight draws me in,
Further into my dreams.
Reality seems to crumble,
Falling apart at the seams.
 
I step that little bit closer,
To the moon within the sea.
A stray from the branching lake,
I only want to be free.
I swim into the ocean,
And slip beyond the light.
I swim underneath the waves,
And feel as if in flight.
 
Now I see my destiny,
It lay beyond this life.
Like the Eclipsing crystal water,
I never will know strife.
I let my body fall,
Further under the Moon.
I can finally see the one I want,
I know I shall see you soon.
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Missing You
 
I felt you leave,
Not so long ago.
I felt my heart break,
And my mind is shattered so.
Like My head is on fire,
And my body feels none.
I am empty inside,
And I see no sun.
I need you beside me,
And your pure, light heart.
Will always guide me,
It has from the start.
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Modern Love (Lyrics)
 
I don't want to go out
I wont stay in
Get things done
 
I catch a paper boy
But things don't really change
I'm standing in the wind
But I never wave bye-bye
 
But I try, I try
 
There's no sign of life
It's just the power to charm
I'm lying in the rain
But I never wave bye-bye
 
But I try, I try
 
Never gonna fall for
Modern love - walks beside me
Modern love - walks on by
Modern love - gets me to the church on time
Church on time - terrifies me
Church on time - makes me party
Church on time - puts my trust in god and man
God and man - no confessions
God and man - no religion
God and man - don't believe in modern love
 
It's not really work
It's just the power to charm
I'm still standing in the wind
But I never wave bye bye
 
But I try, I try
 
Never gonna fall for
Modern love - walks beside me
Modern love - walks on by
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Modern love - gets me to the church on time
Church on time - terrifies me
Church on time - makes me party
Church on time - puts my trust in god and man
God and man - no confessions
God and man - no religion
God and man - don't believe in modern love
Modern love - walks beside me
Modern love - walks on by
Modern love - gets me to the church on time
Church on time - terrifies me
Church on time - makes me party
Church on time - puts my trust in god and man
God and man - no confessions
God and man - no religion
God and man - I don't believe in modern love
 
Modern love, Modern love, Modern love, Modern love, Modern love, Modern love
Modern love, Modern love, Modern love, Modern love, Modern love, Modern love
 
Modern love - Modern love, walks beside me
Modern love - Modern love, walks on by
Modern love - Modern love, walks beside me
Modern love - Modern love, walks on by
Never gonna fall for
Never gonna fall for
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Morbid Lover
 
Black and Red lies,
Swallowed by the shadows,
A refreshing bath of darkness,
Drowning you,
In your own fears and sorrows,
Pity is long since gone,
As you hear the final song,
Morbid lover,
Caressing your neck,
As blood dribbels from the slit in it,
Morbid lover,
Since been dead,
And has no price to pay,
Fear is irrational,
Letting it control you is even more so,
But hiding it is rational.
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Motion
 
Massacre of demons,
Onto the upwards world they rise,
Time is of the essence,
In the sands they squirm,
Only to drown in their own fears,
Never to see the flame again.
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Muscle Of Love (Lyrics)
 
Aw, who's the queen of the locker room
Who's the cream of the crop
Well Joey took her to the matinee
Said, 'God, she wouldn't stop! '
 
Holy muscle of love
My heart's a muscle
 
Well, I must have come to that crazy age
Where ev'rything is hot
'Cause I don't know if the things I'm thinking
Are normal thoughts or not
 
Holy muscle of love
Well, I got a muscle of love
Yeah
Ooh
 
I read Dad's books like I did before
Now things are crystal clear
Lock the door in the bathroom now
I just can't get caught in here
 
Holy muscle of love
Well, I got a muscle of love
Holy muscle of love
I got a muscle of love
Holy muscle of love
My heart's a muscle of love
Holy muscle of love
Well, I got a muscle of love
Yeah, yeah, yeah
Must be a gift from above
Yeah, yeah, yeah
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My Baby Lost Her Life
 
My girl, she lost her life,
Out on the railroad tracks.
Kneeling over, throwing up,
Then she decided to hit the sack.
 
I was standing there,
Panic rising in my throat.
As a train rockets down,
I doubt that it'll float.
 
The blind ogre runs faster,
I move fast and hope she wakes.
Not long after now,
The ground will be covered in bloody lakes.
 
She lay on her back now,
As I kneel by her side.
I know that my fear,
Will never subside.
 
Purity in Hell,
The train runs us down.
Both our mixed blood,
Shows my devotion in this town.
 
That is the story,
Of how a lost a future wife.
That is the tale,
Of how my baby lost her life.
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My Friendly Fiend
 
My fiend is waiting,
For his next meal,
And his mouth salivates.
Grendel, the condemned,
Too proud to send,
His dam to follow him as he activates.
Sleep my friendly fiend,
I will bring you your meat,
And you will dine like Beowulf.
As his head in your cave,
A mark of your slave,
Will leave Hrothgar aloof.
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My Shadow
 
My shadow follows me,
We never part.
It is a part of me,
A section of my heart.
It never leavs me be,
Yet still I care not.
It helps and hinders me,
But my sun it may somethimes blot.
It will always cover the heat,
And shade me from the cold.
Never leave me be,
My heart has now been sold.
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My Sight
 
My sight shows me things,
I may not wish to see.
It shows me horrors,
At land, air or sea.
My sight wills it all,
No matter what I think.
It always sees death,
Then my heart will sink.
So when you see death,
you know you're not alone.
See life after death,
See the skills you must hone.
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Never
 
Never will I hold her hand,
Never will I find.
What it's like to feel her lips,
Pressed up close to mine.
Never will I hear her say 'You're the one for me.'
Never will I ever stay on the path that I should see.
For her brown hair and fiery passion,
That first drew my eye.
Will never ever leap again,
Touching a crescent sky.
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Never Forget
 
Forgive and forget,
As i sit here,
At the foot of my own bed.
My mind is exploding,
I am silently eroding,
Trying to forget you instead.
Nothing can be done,
I cannot be helped,
I see many things anew.
I am tortured eternally,
My heart rises infernally,
Feeling from red through blue.
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Never Meant (Lyrics)
 
I threw a rock at window,
missed and hit the light.
And now it's hard to see you,
without illuminite.
I punched a knock on your door,
not to cause a fight.
And now I'd pay to see you,
just for one more night.
 
Never meant to do you wrong.
Never meant to cause you harm.
 
Find a heart to break in.
Maybe yours tonight.
Throw a Molotov in,
just to make it bright.
Here's to every cocktail,
that we drank tonight.
Here's to making up,
and cheers to one more fight.
 
Never meant to do you wrong.
Never meant to cause you harm.
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Never Say Farewell
 
'Fare thee well! '
The children cry,
As they watch the ships sail away.
One by one, men fell,
Turn promise to lie,
Never again to see the day.
I watch in anguish,
As my heart it breaks,
Waiting for her to return.
I hope and I wish,
For all of our sakes,
That when I see the ship she's at it's stern.
So follow this rule,
When you live and die,
And you hear the toll of the bell.
For so did I,
And happy am I not,
The rule is 'Never Say Farewell.'
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Nobody Thinks About Me (Lyrics)   (Contains
References To The Columbine Massacre.)
 
Good moring and goodbye,
I'll get to my agenda.
Fourth period, jesus christ.
I'm the one you terrorise.
 
I'm too tired and it's too late,
To have this conversation.
Zone into destruction,
The whole world ignores me.
 
So i'll stand nor wait,
I'm born of all your hate,
Cause in the hallways,
 
Nobody thinks about me,
Nobody thinks about me,
Nobody thinks about me,
Nobody thinks about me.
 
Good morning columbine,
I'll get to my agenda,
Fourth period jesus christ,
I'm the one you terrorise.
 
I'm too tired and it's too late,
To have this conversation,
Zone into destruction,
The whole world ignores me.
 
So i'll stand nor wait,
I'm born of all your hate,
Cause in the hallways,
 
Nobody thinks about me,
Nobody thinks about me,
Nobody thinks about me,
Nobody thinks about me.
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Good afternoon goodbye,
I'll get to my agenda.
Gonna be the enemy,
Gonna smile and destroy.
 
I'm too tired and it's too late,
To have this conversation,
Zone into destruction,
The whole world ignores me.
 
So I'll stand nor wait,
I am born of all your hate,
Cause in the hallways,
Nobody thinks about me.
 
Nobody thinks about me.
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One Mind
 
One mind wanders,
through a dank and dreary place.
Its memory fades,
As it forgets its face.
One body never forgets,
The feeling of sanity.
It never forgets,
The sins of vanity.
So think of one mind,
As you read of this poem.
One mind forever,
Never need hone.
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One Way Return
 
Should I stay,
Should I go.
Some things,
I just shouldn't know.
 
Clear my mind,
Spread the tears,
Elegance,
Beyond the fears.
 
Along side a road,
A twisted black snake.
With my Carrion luggage,
Waiting by any sake.
 
Turn around,
It is too late.
A big Mack truck,
Has sealed my fate.
 
I lay on the asphalt,
Life weeping from my wounds.
The clammy hands of death,
Will reach me soon.
 
On a table,
A hectic surgery.
Why don't they let me go?
Why don't they murder me?
 
Flat line pulse,
Life is gone.
Wait for the new life,
But there is no-one.
 
No white cloud heaven,
Or Hell in which to burn.
Only my soul,
And my ticket of One Way Return.
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Pain (Lyrics)
 
Regret sits heavy in your chest until sometimes it gets so hard to breathe
Sometimes it just wont go away and you start to feel you will never be
And when you think back on those times it seems so close just beyond your
reach
Until past vanishes like smoke from a cigarette in the night breeze
 
Please stop this pain
Hurt for so long
Pain
Hurt for so long
I've felt this way for so long
 
How is it that things turn out this way?
What you hold most dear has come and gone
Seems the time that everything was right
Now it just feels wrong, oh so wrong
And your still dreaming of the time
When the day will come, it was meant to be
And your still dreaming of the way
To reach that place that you've never been
 
Please stop this pain
Hurt for so long
Pain
Hurt for so long
I've felt this way for so long
 
Pain
Hurt for so long
Pain
Hurt for so long
Pain
Hurt for so long
Pain
Hurt for so long
I've felt this way for so long
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Paranoia
 
Shifty eyes,
At a glance.
Watched like a hawk,
Like echidna and ants.
Beads of sweat,
The heat is turned up.
Bound to death,
Chased by hellhound pups.
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Perfect (Lyrics)
 
She's an overnight sensation,
In the mirror on the wall.
She gets a standing ovation,
At every shower curtain call.
And she becomes a pop star,
In the safety of her car.
And then she falls to pieces,
In the karoke bar.
 
She's perfect,
Until the lights go on,
And then it all goes wrong,
Cause she's not so perfect.
 
She can shake it just like J-lo,
When the bedroom lights go down.
But when she hits the dance floor,
She's a hip hop hippo clown.
 
She's perfect,
Until the lights go on,
And then it all goes wrong,
Cause she's not so perfect.
 
She's so perfect,
She's so fine,
She's so wonderful,
In the arena of her mind.
 
She's not perfect,
She's all mine,
She can't sing or dance,
She ain't got a chance,
But I don't really mind.
 
She's perfect.
 
Cause she's not so perfect.
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Pieces Of Mind
 
Anger quietly seething,
In the cauldron of my head.
It's wrath I seem to fear,
It's power I seem to dread.
One day it shall explode,
A supernova of spite.
Eliminating everything,
Burning everything in sight.
An infinite, pounding malice,
A waterfall of rage.
One day it shall release,
An clear out the stage.
And all of those who oppose me
I say 'Join me while you can! '
By then it is too late,
By then I am no longer man.
So a warning to all who irritate me,
This is your final strike.
Watch how you treat me,
Lest your head be found upon a pike.
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Point Blank
 
A bullet whizzes through your skull,
and you can't seem to feel.
Your life is flashing by your eyes,
And you realize it's null.
As light fades and dark sets in,
An eternity of night.
You will see fire and brimstone,
Adolf Hitler's delight.
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Possibilities
 
They echo within and through my mind,
To such a thing I know I'm blind.
Never seen her but feel something,
Hope I don't get caught in another wasp sting.
 
Didnt work out last time with that try,
It ended quite badly, without a sigh.
Should I repeat, the same mistake,
Or will it be better, a piece of cake.
 
I guess that I'll give this a chance,
In case it turns out to be some romance.
Once I have seen her, I guess then I'll know,
If this girl met like this, is the one with the glow.
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Pound
 
The heavy footsteps,
Will alert the villages,
Now they shall all flee.
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Pretty Ballerina (Lyrics)
 
I had a date with a pretty ballerina
Her hair was so brilliant that it hurt my eyes
I asked her for this dance
And then she obliged me
Was I surprised, yeah
Was I surprised, no not at all
 
I called her yesterday
It should have been tomorrow
I couldn’t keep
The joy that was inside
I begged for her to tell me
If she really loved me
Somewhere a mountain is moving
Afraid it’s moving without me
 
I had a date with a pretty ballerina
Her hair so brilliant that it hurt my eyes
I asked her for this dance
And then she obliged me
Was I surprised, yeah
Was I surprised, no not at all
 
And when I wake up on a dreary Sunday morning
I open up my eyes to find there’s rain
And something strange within said
“Go ahead and find her
Just close your eyes, yeah
Just close your eyes and she’ll be there”
 
She’ll be there…
She’ll be there…
She’ll be there…
She’ll be there…
She’s there, she’s there
Ah, she's there
Ah, she's there
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Prisoner Of Love (Lyrics)
 
Don't look back
Whatever it takes to save your life
I've believed I belonged to you for a long time
And my heart says no, no one but you
 
Like a rescue on a darkened street
Love walked into town
I was a victim of my own self-persecution
I'm a prisoner of love-but I'm coming up for air
 
Now don't be fooled by fools who promise you
The world and all that glitters more fool you
 
I'm such a hungry man that I beg you over and over and over and over
And I might take any highway to be there with you
Even the best men shiver in their beds
I'm loving you above everything I have
I'm a prisoner of love-just stay square
Like a sermon on a blues guitar
Love walked into town
I was drowning so slowly
One step in front of your shadow
I'm a prisoner of love but I'm coming up for air
 
Now don't be fooled by fools who promise you
The world and all that glitters more fool you
 
I smell the sickness sown in this city
It drives me to hide you, yeah, even deceive you
I'm so afraid for you that
I'll break any thug that maps out your passage to ruin
Even the best men shiver in their beds
I'm loving you above everything I have
I'm a prisoner of love
I'm a prisoner of love-just stay square
Take care take care
I'm a prisoner of love
Just stay square
Just stay square
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Stay out the shooting gallery
Just stay square
I seen the best mans of my generation lay down in cemetary of clematry
Just take care
Just stay square
Just stay square
Don't look back
Beautiful soul
Don't look back
Beautiful soul
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Proposal Of Grace
 
Within the darkened twilight,
Where the flowers reach the moon.
Sit the hearts of two young lovers,
Who love under Cupid's swoon.
 
The young girl holds his hand,
And squeezes gently so.
The young man takes his hand away,
The girl now feels so low.
 
He stands up from the lover's bench,
And to the girl's dismay.
He walks ahead to the silent lake,
Under the cool autumn May.
 
The girl, she sees a problem,
And sees the tension in his heart.
She walks up beside the man,
Whom she has loved from the start.
 
The man points to the moon,
As a star streaks through the night.
Her eyes follow to the star,
They reurn to a graceful sight.
 
The young man sits on bended knee,
With diamond ring, she swoons.
It glitters in the midnight sun,
Breaking through the gloom.
 
The ring sits snugly on her hand,
And to this day shines upon the dark.
The lovers, by night, sit on a bench,
Her heart flutters like a young lark.
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Pure Vampiress
 
Blood runs the night,
Hinting at the things to come,
A flame within the light
Never felt so free.
 
Holding beyond sight,
Hunting the fullest sum.
Dearest will to fight,
I guess this is just to be.
 
The warmth within my throat,
Runs freely down my cheek.
In bloodlust, I do soak,
With a vampiress' sigh.
 
Floating like a boat,
In a sea of blood, I do seek.
Under a crimson cloak,
Such euphoria to fly.
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Purity Rose
 
Blood upon that sweet white rose,
It taints the smell that should reach my nose.
I hold it now within my hand,
As I lay upon the amber sand.
 
With a knife from my heart,
Blood still seeps.
From broken heart,
While it still weeps.
 
The golden sun is down at last,
My life is fading so very fast.
I feel so cold as I begin to die,
Knowing our love was just a lie.
 
I lay so very still and cease to breathe,
As my love no longer seethes.
Blood drops slowly from a hole in my hand,
Pricked by the rose on the bloody red sand.
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Quite (Lyrics)
 
I'll be the bumble bee behind you baby.
I'll tear up everything inside you, well yeah.
And it stings, and it stings
Sun shines through your openings.
I'll tear up everything inside you.
 
Hold up, don't say what I think you're gonna say.
Take your time cause I can wait.
It's all on you and I'm not sane.
 
And if you see my girl could you bring her to me?
She don't like a life with a rock n' roll singer, well yeah.
But we'll spend the rest of our lives in happiness.
I'll wrap this ring around her finger.
 
Hold up, don't say what I think you're gonna say.
Take your time cause I can wait.
It's all on you and I'm not sane.
You won't see what you mean to me
And you don't feel that you're everything.
For now I'll live with you
Quiet, quiet.
 
You don't see what you mean to me.
You don't feel like you're everything.
You can take all the time you need.
I hold my breath but I have to breathe.
 
Hold up, don't say
Hold up, don't say
Hold up, don't say what I think you're gonna say.
Take your time cause I can wait.
It's all on you and I'm not sane.
You won't see what you mean to me
And you don't feel that you're everything.
For now I live with you
Quiet.
Quiet.
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Red Rose
 
Red rose, Red Rose,
Loving, caressing you.
Red rose, Red Rose,
Living, breathing too.
Red rose, Red Rose,
From my heart to you,
Red rose, Red Rose,
Hope you see my point of view.
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Redback On The Toilet Seat (Lyrics/Famed Aussie
Poem)
 
There was a redback on the toilet seat,
When I was there last night.
I didn't see him in the dark,
But boy I felt his bite.
I jumped up high into the air,
And when I hit the ground.
That crafty redback spider,
Wasn't nowhere to be found.
 
I rushed into the mrs,
Told her just where I'd been bit.
And she grabbed my cutthroat razor,
And I nearly took a fit.
I said 'Forget what's on your mind,
And call a doctor please.
For I've got a feeling that your cure,
Is worse than the disease.'
 
There was a redback on the toilet seat,
When I was there last night.
I didn't see him in the dark,
But boy I felt his bite.
And now I'm here in hospital,
A sad and sorry plight.
And I curse the redback spider,
On the toilet seat last night.
 
I can't lie down, I cant' sit up I don't know what to do.
The nurses think it's funny but that's not my point of view.
I tell you it's embarrasing and that's to say the least,
For I'm too sick to eat a bite,
While the spider had a feast.
 
And when I get back home again, I'll tell you what I'll do.
I'll make that Redback suffer for the pain I'm going through.
I've had so many needles, I'm looking like a siv.
I promise you that redback hasn't very long to live.
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There was a redback on the toilet seat,
When I was there last night.
I didn't see him in the dark,
But boy I felt his bite.
And now I'm here in hospital,
A sad and sorry plight.
And I curse the redback spider,
On the toilet seat last night.
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Reise Reise (Arise Arise)  (Lyrics.)
 
Even on the waves there is fighting
Where fish and flesh are woven into sea
One stabs the lance while in the army
Another throws it into the ocean
 
Ahoy
 
Arise, arise seaman arise
Each does it in his own way
One thrusts the spear into a man
Another then into the fish
 
Arise, arise seaman arise
And the waves cry softly
In their blood a spear is lodged
They bleed softly into the ocean
 
The lance must be drowned in flesh
Fish and man sink to the depths
Where the black soul dwells
there is no light on the horizon
 
Ahoy
 
Arise, arise seaman arise
Each does it in his own way
One thrusts the spear into a man
Another then into the fish
 
Arise, arise seaman arise
And the waves cry softly
In their blood a spear is lodged
They bleed softly into the ocean
 
Arise, arise seaman arise
And the waves cry softly
In their heart a spear is lodged
They bleed themselves dry on the shore
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Rest In Peace (Lyrics)
 
I died so many years ago,
But you can make it feel,
Like it isn't so,
Why you've come to be with me,
I think I finally know.
 
You're scared,
Ashamed of what you feel,
And you can't tell the ones you love,
You know they couldn't deal,
Whisper in a dead man's ear,
It doesn't make it real.
 
That's great,
But I don't wanna play,
Cause being with you touches me more than I can say,
But since I'm only dead to you, I'm saying stay away,
And let me rest in peace.
 
Let me rest in peace,
Let me get some sleep,
Let me take my love and bury it in a hole 6 foot deep.
I could lay my body down but I can't find my sweet relief.
So let me rest in peace.
 
You know, You've got a willing slave,
And you just love to play the thought,
That you might misbehave,
But until you do, I'm telling you,
Stop visiting my grave.
And let me rest in peace.
 
I know I should go,
But I follow you like a man possessed.
There's a traitor here beneath my breast.
And it hurts me more than you've ever guessed.
If my heart could beat it'd break my chest.
But I can see you're unimpressed.
So leave me be,
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And let me rest in peace let me get some sleep,
Let me take my love and bury it in a hole 6 foot deep,
I could lay my body down but I can't find my sweet relief.
So let me rest in peace.
Why won't you let me rest in peace?
Dedicated to J.J
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Resurrection (Lyrics)
 
Complications inside of me
Reminds me that my heart won't always beat
The ugly face of death that's smiling
At my rotting teeth
 
I will die here in this sorrow
I was waiting for tomorrow
Palpitate the pulse until
You feel your heart explode against the wall
 
Oh
 
Talk about me
Laugh about me
Cry about me
Nail me to the cross
I'll be a martyr for the hated
The weak, the ugly, the lost
 
I will die here in this sorrow
I won't wait for your tomorrow
Palpitate the pulse until
You resurrect my soul from the wall
 
Whoa
 
Talk about me
Laugh about me
Cry about me
Nail me to the cross
 
Whoa
Whoa
Whoa
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Romance
 
Raw emotions
Overflowing with feelings
Might even be the one
And she will never know
Never know my love
Cleansing my heart
Eterenally.
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Roses And Thorns
 
I am here and there,
yet I never existed at all.
I fall and glide,
Yet I never stepped of any cliff.
I speak and make no sound,
And I walk and move nothing.
I am the rose and the thorn.
I listen to the wind,
Knocking at my window,
Like a cold, vicious flurry of stones.
 
The rain pelts the glass and brick,
A sea raised into the air,
And released again,
Like the clouds were spitting on every creation.
Contempt and deceit,
They blanket the landscape,
Like a sheet of unrelenting darkness.
Leaving all in eternal night.
 
I am the Rose and the Thorn.
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Sacred Blood
 
The tears fall,
A virgin disinclination of chastity.
They burn the cold hard stone,
Like the vigour of a thousand arrows.
The tears are not filed by a repudiated wing,
Nor are they ceased by the demon of pain.
They continue to fall,
Leaving fresh acid stains on the girl's cheek,
It burns and only creats more tears,
For what once began as heartbreak,
Has made tears of literal pain.
And the silence follows,
A furor of the crossroad demon,
Who wanders and ponders along the edge of existence.
And he falls.
He stands.
He walks again.
A diffusion of the tears that burn like the embers of the red flame.
The arrows fly, and strike through the eternally open windows,
And fly with a strange permutation of trial.
They impale upon the bed,
And the tears halt...
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Sacrificial Lamb
 
Blood stained cheeks,
Tears of red.
Lie down my love,
Rest your weary head.
 
She cries her tears of crimson,
And denies her heart's desire.
She lives the life of the dismal,
Her brain is pumping fire.
 
Blood stained cheeks,
Tears of red.
Lie down my love,
Rest your weary head.
 
She lays on satin sheets,
Motionless, like a picture.
Everybody judging her,
Loving the sound of their own stricture.
 
Blood stained cheeks,
Tears of red.
Lie down my love,
Rest your weary head.
 
The portal to another life,
Opens before my eyes.
A life with my love,
A life that has never known lies.
 
Blood stained cheeks,
Tears of red.
Lie down my love,
Rest your weary head.
 
I love but I leave,
Just to love no more.
But now I have met someone,
I know what I'm fighting for.
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Blood stained cheeks,
Tears of red.
Lie down my love,
rest your weary head.
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Saturday Night (Lyrics.)
 
there's 52 ways to murder anyone,
1 and 2 are the same,
And they both work as well,
I'm coming clean for Amy,
Julie doesn't scream as well,
And the cops won't listen to me all night,
So he said,
Maybe, I'll be over,
As soon as I fill them all in.
I can't remember when I saw her last,
We were running around and having a blast.
But the backseat of the drive in,
Is so lonely without you,
I know when you're home,
I was thinking about you,
there was something I forgot to say,
I was fighting on Saturday night.
 
As the moon becomes the nighttime,
You go viciously, quietly away,
I'm sitting in the bedroom,
Where we used to sit and smoke cigarettes,
Now I'm watching you die.
 
I can't remember when I saw her last,
We were running around and having a blast.
But the backseat of the drive in,
Is so lonely without you,
I know when you're home,
I was thinking about you,
There was something I forgot to say,
I was fighting on Saturday Night.
 
I was cruising without you,
They were playing our song,
Fighting on Saturday Night.
 
Fighting on Saturday Night.
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Scars (Lyrics)
 
I tear my heart open,
Sew myself shut.
My weakness is,
That i care too much.
And my scars remind me,
That the past is real.
I tear my heart open,
Just to feel.
 
Drunk and I'm feeling down,
And I just wann a be alone,
I'm p****d cause you came around,
why don't you just go home.
cause you channel all your pain,
And I can't help you fix yourself.
You're making me insane,
All I can say is,
 
I tear my heart open,
Sew myself shut.
My weakness is,
That I care too much.
And our scars remind us,
That the past is real,
I tear my heart open,
Just to feel.
 
I tried to help you once,
Against my own advice.
I saw you going down,
But you never realised.
That you were drowning in the water,
And I offered you my hand.
Compassion's in my nature,
Tonight is our last stand
 
I tear my heart open,
Sew myslef shut.
My weakness is,
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That I care too much.
And our scars remind us,
That the past is real.
I tear my heart open,
Just to feel.
I'm drunk and I'm feeling down,
And I just wanna be alone.
You should've never come around,
Why don't you just go home,
Cause you were drowning in the water,
And I tried to grab your hand.
And I left my heart open,
But you didn't understand.
 
Go fix yourself.
 
I can't help you fix yourself,
But at least I can say I tried,
I'm sorry but I gotta move on with my own life.
I can't help you fix yourself,
But at least I can say I tried,
I'm sorry but I gotta move on with my own life.
 
I tear my heart open,
Sew myself shut.
My weakness is,
That I care too much.
And our scars remind us,
That the past is real.
I tear my heart open,
Just to feel.
 
I tear my heart open,
Sew myself shut.
My weakness is,
That i care too much.
And our scars remind us,
That the past is real.
I tear my heart open,
Just to feel.
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Scars Of Time
 
I feel the scars of time,
they may never heal.
I see them always,
Are they my seal?
I am bemused by these scars,
These scratches, this pain.
I never felt before,
I never seem to strain.
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Scream (Lyrics)
 
A chill runs up your spine,
And claws into your brain,
The freezing touch of fear.
It's driving me insane,
Although you try to fight,
Dragged from the silence where you hide.
Until you scream.
Until you scream.
Scream.
I can't wait to hear you scream.
 
A chill runs up your spine,
And claws into your brain,
The freezing touch of fear.
It's driving me insane,
Although you try to fight,
Dragged from the silence where you hide.
Until you scream.
Until you scream.
Scream.
I can't wait to hear you,
I can't wait to hear you,
Scream.
I can't wait to hear you,
I can't wait to hear you,
Scream.
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Searching For Life
 
I am searching for a life,
A talent and a dream.
My mind once was foggy,
Now as clear as a stream.
I am searching for a person,
A person whom I can help.
I will be searching forever,
As the dogs, they bark and yelp.
I feel an icy senstaion,
Slither down my neck.
The birds fly down to me,
My wounds they shall forever peck.
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Seas Of Eternity
 
The seas are raging,
Forever they cry.
As the darkness envelops them,
For life they can't buy.
When the dark destroys their essence,
And obliviates every trace.
Many will die,
many will be erased.
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See The Dark
 
See the dark,
Fear it's bite.
Fear the shadow,
And all it's might.
It sees you,
You can't see it.
It's awesome strength,
And the scar from where it bit.
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Self-Esteem(Lyrics)
 
I wrote her off for the tenth time today,
And practiced all the things I would say.
She came over, I lost my nerve,
I took her back and made her dessert.
 
I know, Im being used,
That's ok, because I like the abuse.
I know, she's playing with me,
That's ok cause I got no self esteem.
 
We make plans to go out at night,
I wait 'til 2 and I turn out the light.
This rejections got me so low,
She keeps it up and I might tell her 'Go! '
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Shooting Star
 
Stars dot the ink black sky,
As I stare into it's space.
And I wonder why,
Would it lose all it's grace.
As I have lost all hope,
As I have lost all dreams.
Falling down below,
No Thoughts, all fears, no means.
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Shot Through The Heart (Lyrics)
 
Shot through the heart
And you're to blame.
Darling you give love a bad name.
 
An angel's smile is what you sell.
You promise me heaven, then put me through hell.
Chains of love got a hold on me.
When passion's a prison, you can't break free.
 
Ohh, you're a loaded gun. (yeah) 
Ohh, There's nowhere to run.
No one can save me
The damage is done.
 
Shot through the heart
And you're to blame.
You give love a bad name (bad name) .
I play my part and you play your games.
You give love a bad name (bad name) .
You give love a bad name.
 
Paint your smile on your lips.
Blood red nails on your fingertips.
A school boy's dream, you act so shy.
Your very first kiss was your first kiss goodbye.
 
Ohh, you're a loaded gun. (yeah) 
Ohh, There's nowhere to run.
No one can save me
The damage is done.
Shot through the heart
And you're to blame.
You give love a bad name (bad name) .
I play my part and you play your games.
You give love a bad name (bad name) .
You give love...
 
Shot through the heart
And you're to blame.
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Darling you give love a bad name.
I play my part and you play your games.
You give love a bad name.
Shot through the heart
And you're to blame.
You give love a bad name (bad name) .
I play my part and you play your games.
You give love a bad name (bad name) .
Shot through the heart
And you're to blame.
You give love a bad name.
I play my part and you play your games.
You give love a bad name.
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Sidestep
 
Stepping to the right,
Champions of graceful plight,
Stepping to the left.
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Silence
 
Deafening quiet,
The silence is now stirring,
The burning defeat.
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Silent Roses
 
The roses bloom silently,
The petals fall and dance about the stem,
Like a frenzied blood red rain.
I stand and watch the cold,
Slowly kill the rose.
 
The Black Rose blooms deadly,
Waiting for a poor fool,
To cut themselves on the thorn,
And open poison to their bloodstream.
 
The White Rose blooms swiftly,
As an antidote to the dark,
And it calms all fury of red and all chaos of black.
 
And the Roses bloom silently.
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Silver Grin
 
Blood stained teeth,
Under the silver moon light.
I wait on rooftops,
Time for your fright.
 
I jump down and howl,
Mingled with your scream.
Gurgling as a rip your throat out,
I've seen what most haven't seen.
 
Full moon illuminates me,
As I dodge every tree.
You know that you're dead,
If you ever see me.
 
So beware of the wolf,
The Lycan, The Man.
He can kill painfully,
Like no-one else can.
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Siren Of The Red
 
Siren of the Red,
Your voice sings so beautifully.
Siren of the Red,
You can help me see.
Siren of the Red,
How to make you love me.
Siren of the Red,
With your love so heavenly.
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Sky Flames
 
The volts of the clouds,
Striking the innocent,
As they accidently incur the wrath.
Of Fire from the sky,
Forever to fly,
And end the young lives of a Draft.
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Sleepwalker (Lyrics)
 
This repercussion's messing with your ghost
I feel you through the air now
Wish I could tell you that I miss you most
I miss you most, all the time now
 
[CHORUS]
Sleepwalker miss you much
I can almost feel your touch
It's killing me
And I want it
Sleepwalker miss you most
I can almost see your ghost
Scaring me and I'm haunted
 
You left me nothing but a broken soul
An empty hole, memories bleeding
And all our friends they say to let you go
But they don't know
You're still breathing
 
[2nd CHORUS]
Dead or awake, you said you'd always be
Right with me
Asleep or alive you swore you'd never leave
But I can see you
 
[2nd CHORUS]
 
And all our friends they say to let you go
But they don't know
You're still breathing...
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Smooth Criminal (Lyrics)
 
As he came into the window
Was a sound of a crescendo
He came into her apartment
Left the bloodstains on the carpet
She was sitting at the table
He could see she was unable
So she ran into the bedroom
She was struck down
It was her doom
 
Annie, are you OK
are you OK
are you OK, Annie
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are You OK, Annie
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are You OK, Annie
 
Annie, are you OK
would you tell us that you're OK
theres a sound at the window, and he struck you
A crescendo, Annie
He came into your apartment
left the bloodstains on the carpet
And then you ran into the bedroom
You were struck down
It was your doom
 
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie
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Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie
You've been hit by
You've been struck by
A smooth criminal
 
So he came in through the outway
It was Sunday
What a black day
I can make a salutation
selling heart beat imitations
 
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie
 
Annie, are you OK
would you tell us that you're OK
theres a sound at the window, and he struck you
A crescendo, Annie
He came into your apartment
Left the bloodstains on the carpet
And then you ran into the bedroom
You were struck down
It was your doom
 
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie
You've been hit by
You've been struck by
A smooth criminal
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Annie, are you OK
Would you tell us that you're OK
theres a sound at the window, and he struck you
A crescendo, Annie
He came into your apartment
Left the bloodstains on the carpet
And then you ran into the bedroom
You were struck down
It was your doom
 
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie
Annie, are you OK
are You OK
are you OK, Annie?
 
Satan's Sibling
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So Far Away
 
I wish with all my heart,
To meet you face to face.
To see your pretty smile,
Hope my my mind is never erased.
Because I want to see you,
And hold you in my arms.
But you are so far away,
Yet I still succumb to your charms.
 
Dedicated to Morgan Christian.
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So Many Memories
 
Thinking forever,
I quell the infernal fight,
A daunting notice.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Spirit Of Beauty
 
A beautiful spirit,
shines on my heart.
without her,
I would fall apart.
My heart will feel,
forevermore.
Like it's trying to kick down heaven's door.
So when Iook into her eyes,
I will always see her light.
So for her I will be grateful,
Grateful from day to night.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Stand Up And Fight
 
A man facing death,
Looks into it's eyes,
Feeling nothing but pain.
Those pitch-black holes,
To represent a finale,
But eternal life he will gain.
He knows it not,
He will survive,
When facing the reaper of Dark or Light.
He will live forever,
but despise every second,
When told to Stand up and fight.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Starlight (Lyrics)
 
Sun is rising up on the the east side
A chance for everyone
I've been dreaming of the city for long time
Far from my own town
 
(You)  I see
(Will see)  My dream
(Your dream)  For real
(Come true) 
(You)  I will
(Will rise)  Will rise
(Above)  Above
(The rules) 
 
(Love - release our mind, you are what we want) 
Heart is pure and thoughts are clear
Not gonna mess around
(Time - has taken our life you are what we need) 
Mum and Daddy will be so proud
City please don't let me down
 
Starlight (Starlight have what you need) 
Can you give me the fame
Can you hurl me the game
Oh oh starlight (repeat x4) 
 
Time has come for me to be someone
A rich man, a superstar
And faith is all you need to be the one
Far from my own ground
 
(You)  I see
(Will see)  My dream
(Your dream)  For real
(Come true) 
(You)  I will
(Will rise)  Will rise
(Above)  Above
(The rules) 
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(Love - release our mind, you are what we want) 
Heart is pure and thoughts are clear
Not gonna mess around
(Time - has taken our life you are what we need) 
Mum and Daddy will be so proud
City please don't let me down
 
Starlight (Starlight have what you need) 
Can you give me the fame
Can you hurl me the game
Oh oh starlight (repeat)
 
Satan's Sibling
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Starman (Lyrics)
 
Goodbye love
Didn't know what time it was the lights were low oh how
I leaned back on my radio oh oh
Some cat was layin' down some rock 'n' roll 'lotta soul, he said
Then the loud sound did seem to fade a ade
Came back like a slow voice on a wave of phase ha hase
That weren't no D.J. that was hazy cosmic jive
 
There's a starman waiting in the sky
He'd like to come and meet us
But he thinks he'd blow our minds
There's a starman waiting in the sky
He's told us not to blow it
Cause he knows it's all worthwhile
He told me:
Let the children lose it
Let the children use it
Let all the children boogie
 
I had to phone someone so I picked on you ho ho
Hey, that's far out so you heard him too! o o
Switch on the TV we may pick him up on channel two
Look out your window I can see his light a ight
If we can sparkle he may land tonight a ight
Don't tell your poppa or he'll get us locked up in fright
 
There's a starman waiting in the sky
He'd like to come and meet us
But he thinks he'd blow our minds
There's a starman waiting in the sky
He's told us not to blow it
Cause he knows it's all worthwhile
He told me:
Let the children lose it
Let the children use it
Let all the children boogie
 
Starman waiting in the sky
He'd like to come and meet us
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But he thinks he'd blow our minds
There's a starman waiting in the sky
He's told us not to blow it
Cause he knows it's all worthwhile
He told me:
Let the children lose it
Let the children use it
Let all the children boogie
 
Satan's Sibling
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Static Age (Lyrics)
 
Static, static, static
We're on a video rage
Static, static, static
We're on a video rage
 
We're all blue from projection tubes
We're all blue from projection tubes
 
This is the static age we live in
Our eyes criss-cross, hold and gaze
This is the static age we live in
Breathe in
Catch your radiation blue disease and turning, tossing
 
This is a static age
Our very static age
This is a static age
 
Static, static, static
We're on a video rage
Static, static, static
We're on a video rage
 
And we're all blue from projection tubes
We're all blue from projection tubes
 
Satan's Sibling
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Stranded (Lyrics)
 
Your waves come crashing down
Like a semi-auto trailer
I dive so deep in the sea
To avoid killer whales
A perfect moment here and gone
It has sailed
I'll use a hammerhead to drive
Rusty nail inside
 
I'm feeling the sea beneath me, beneath you
I'm feeling the sea beneath you, beneath me
 
Imagine if our world was blue and weightless
I never meant to do wrong to you
You're my starfish
 
You moan a tone so low beyond me
A telepathic sub-sonic frequency
I need a little air for emergency
You have to understand this urgency
 
I'm feeling the sea beneath me, beneath you
White sand beneath my feet
No brain between my ears
I'm feeling the sea beneath you, beneath me
I know that if I had one
I'd spare us both these years
 
I'm feeling the sea beneath me, beneath you
White sand beneath my feet
No brain between my ears
I'm feeling the sea beneath you, beneath me
I know that if I had one
I'd spare us both these years
 
A sea anemone, you're my enemy
 
Satan's Sibling
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Strike 3
 
Strike 1- you have annoyed me.
Strike 2-You have ticked me off.
Strike 3-You applaud me,
Whenever I do something wrong.
You have always been my enemy,
Your sarcasm will float my dark song.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Submission
 
Feeling no pain,
I see nothing of sin.
A simple mistake,
To give you needles and pins.
I never give in,
I never will fall.
I never will say,
Take us all.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Swift
 
Through speed they survive,
As they hide from the dark.
The light they swear by,
Their bite is worse than their bark.
The ground will never, ever quake,
Around the might of flight.
I see the sky, I see the sun,
I see the Swift of Light.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Tears Of Time
 
My clock is weeping,
As I think of you.
While everyone is sleeping,
I think of the girl I once knew.
 
Ticking and Tocking,
Driving me insane.
With torturous locking,
Escape is in vain.
 
My clock is weeping,
As I think of you.
While everyone is sleeping,
I think of the girl I once knew.
 
Invisible tears,
Staining the pillow.
Though I never cried of my fears,
They still fall below.
 
My clock is weeping,
As I think of you.
While everyone is sleeping,
I think of the girl I once knew.
 
I will never forget,
The good times we had.
All the fun we abet,
It made me glad.
 
My clock is weeping,
As I think of you.
While everyone is sleeping,
I think of the girl I once knew.
 
So farewell my good friend,
Though it never was said.
I always will love you,
But inside I have bled.
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My clock is weeping,
As I think of you.
While everyone is sleeping,
I think of the girl I once knew.
 
My clock is weeping,
As I think of you.
While everyone is sleeping,
I think of the girl I once knew.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Technology's Light
 
The radio blares,
A signal of life.
As I stir from my slumber,
Waiting for strife.
The Television sounds,
As I turn to a zombie.
By the visions of FOX,
Evil and airy.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Blaze Of Eternity
 
My reputation is sliding,
I have nothing left to wish for.
I am forever trying,
to kick down heaven's door.
My Social Circle is falling,
I am in a daze.
The only thing to blame,
Is my Eternal Blaze.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Blue
 
The blue will lye forever,
A landmark of the human race.
It never seems to end,
With its eternal calming grace.
It seems to say Omniscence,
Waiting at my door.
So I will wait another day,
Before my heart hits the floor.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Burning Flesh
 
Heat is searing my skin,
And burning me through and through.
I don't know where to begin,
Maybe this poem will do.
I was watching your life,
fade from your eyes,
As you were burnt to your ashes.
Why did you die?
Why did you beleive me?
And leave me to face the world alone.
Your hair is burning,
As my tears fall,
Not enough to put out my flames.
So my heart falls apart,
As I suddenly start,
To cover your corpse with my emotional games.
Terror in heat burns your sweet hair,
That is camoflauged by your sweet stare,
As your body is sacrificed to the pyre.
So I see your story's end,
You were a loved one, a friend,
While I am lost, a fraud, a liar.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Caressing Hand Of Doom
 
Fulfillment frees me,
sees me and takes flight.
Defiance cornering me,
Obsessing over me.
Fighting for me.
Doom takes her hand,
And brushes it over my heart,
And I know the truth.
Doom is only being freed from heartbreak.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Christening
 
Holy water,
Blessed be.
Its sheild shall never,
Leave you be.
So if you feel,
The harm you see.
Remember this poem,
Jeremy.
 
This was done for a friend's son.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Corn
 
A rat scurries through the corn,
fleeing from a snake.
His mind is racing eternally,
He runs for his own sake.
The serpent slithers behind him,
Getting closer all the time.
And swallows the rat whole,
He finds himself satisfied.
He knows that he must hunt again,
for his young ones know not how.
He will find and kill another rat,
So that his children have chow.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Cowardice
 
Sneaking away slow,
Running from the biting hounds,
Will be his downfall.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Day The Earth Caught On Fire (Lyrics)
 
There was life here once
The tension, the harshness of life
Lost in the flow of time
Now comes crumbling down
The land will be covered in darkness
Premonitions of sorrow and anger, even so
 
Things rush on, fleeing, changing
Never facing it straight on
To all things under creation
Never facing it straight on
 
Well I know
Day the Earth caught on fire
 
People wander aimlessly
The great spring of life runs dry
Come face to face with a world of darkness
Now comes crumbling down
The land will be covered in darkness
Premonitions of sorrow and anger, even so
 
Things rush on, fleeing, changing
Never facing it straight on
To all things under creation
Never facing it straight on
 
Well I know
Day the Earth caught on fire
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Deep
 
My voice echoes silently,
A remnant of things to pass.
My shell, my skin,
As fragile as glass.
The hammer is flung,
Into my life.
Forever lasting,
The symbol of strife.
So heed my call,
And leave me be.
For there is a beast,
That you should hope not to see.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Defiance
 
A Rough, young rebel with his back turned to God,
Slung over his shoulder is a bullet-slinging rod.
The Rebel looks back upon a life of hate,
A life of envy, a life left too late.
His eyes burning fierily, he endures his final blow,
The Rebel is sent to live a life down below.
Rivers of lava and a toxic sky,
The young Rebel know that one day he will fly.
He will fly away from death and return to his home,
But accompanied will fall and and will rise alone.
He turns to the sky and finally faces God,
And lying empty on the ground is his Bullet-slinging Rod.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Destined
 
Duress and lies,
Both I despise,
Caused by this redheaded girl.
She tore my heart apart,
Right from the start,
Within the black vortex swirl.
 
Thought of death, self inflicted,
I nearly did trip it,
Due to this demonic spell.
Now i just hate,
Sympathy comes too late,
For I now hope she burns in Hell.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Dreamer
 
The Dreamer lies asleep,
In his bed of dreams.
His mind always closed,
To the awakened, it seems.
A fly buzzes past,
The dreamer now stirs.
He rests again until,
It is is lifted, the curse.
So spare a thought for the dreamer,
And with it a life.
Wasting away to nothing,
Putting itself in strife.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Eternal Light
 
God looks on me and frowns,
And I never know will know why.
He is always watching me,
From way up in the sky.
His only son has dyed for me,
He must be rolling in his grave.
For my soul never shines,
My soul will never be saved.
So I look up at God,
and down below with contempt.
For my spirit has never wept.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Final Blow
 
Popping out from Heaven,
I am ready for the blow.
That will haunt me for eternity,
And send me down below.
My mind is filled with confusion,
A natural high, a depressing drug.
The paper sits before me,
A mocking song, forever sung.
So as I prepare for the strike,
That will doom my days with it's glow.
I am ready for the strike,
I am ready for School's Final Blow.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Final Rose To Bloom
 
Red for passion,
Blue for sky.
This girl I adore,
It makes me feel high.
Dark for her hair,
Bright for her eyes.
I know that this love,
I cannot disguise.
Caught in her web,
Charme de mon amour.
This is no girl,
I have loved like this before.
Hear me, sweet angel,
The sound of my plea.
I need you my love,
With you my heart yearns to be.
 
Dedicated to Morgan.C
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Finale
 
It ends, I survive,
It views, I revive.
I feel, It dies,
I stop, It flies.
I see, It halts,
I ignore, It stalks.
I know, It sinks,
I flow, It blinks.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Flow
 
The flow of a circle is neverending,
Like air upon the sea.
All must find their centre, to complete their soul,
Lest they never be free.
They fight for their lives, an eternal struggle,
Earth unto the sands.
The peak of the world, he stands upon the top,
A prodigy throughout the lands.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Fool
 
The fool wanders aimlessly,
searching all alone.
He may never find his meaning,
But his love he must hone.
He will search forever,
and will never find the truth.
But to find his only love,
He must waste his youth.
So if you see a shadowed man,
Keep away, keep away.
But his search for his young love,
Will make sure he forever shall stay.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Forbidden Zone (Lyrics)
 
Some say that's where man began
On this wasted piece of land
Where evolution's yet to show...Forbidden Zone
 
Blasting into outer space
The Planet of the Apes
Evolution's one hero...
 
Crossing a plain, into another dimension
A million years into the future
Crossing a path into another dimension
We the unseen
 
Back on Earth it's all you read about
All the evidence destroyed
 
Maps and legends mark the firewalls
We the lost abandoned saviors...
Of the Forbidden Zone
 
We shall sustain the Forbidden Zone
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Gaze Of Dead Eyes
 
Glazed and dying,
Freed and lying.
Dead and fleeing,
Doomed and Still seeing.
 
Causeless and deadly,
Struck by no medley.
Stunned and so free,
They see me.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Gothic Hymn
 
The shadows of moonlight,
Free and divine.
The beams shine upon me,
As sweet as red wine.
The stars glitter above,
Divine and Free,
Never even considered,
How they see me.
 
Black Roses weep,
By the nightime falls.
The tears feed the storm,
While the Twilight calls.
 
White dove flies free,
Without a care of his days.
For without remuneration,
He still never prays.
He wishes and hopes,
But never falls apart.
This Gothic Hymn,
Tells it right from the start.
 
Black Roses weep,
By the nightime falls.
The tears feed the storm,
While the Twilight calls.
 
A Red rose burns,
In the heat of the day.
It lay upon the desert ground,
Beyond the turning fray.
Chaos rules sanctity,
As the sacriligion grows.
It burns the embers strong,
And wilts the blood red rose.
 
Black Roses weep,
By the nightime falls.
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The tears feed the storm,
While the Twilight calls.
 
White Rose lays calm,
Within the tears and the panic.
It watches the other Roses,
Begin to become manic.
Yet it still survives,
From the heat and pain and fear.
It stays upon it's throne,
Until the Reaper nears.
 
Black Roses weep,
By the nightime falls.
The tears feed the storm,
While the Twilight calls.
 
Black Roses weep,
By the nightime falls.
The tears feed the storm,
While the Twilight calls.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Man Who Sold The World (Lyrics)
 
We passed upon the stair, we spoke in was and when
Although I wasn't there, he said I was his friend
Which came as a surprise, I spoke into his eyes
I thought you died alone, a long long time ago
 
Oh no, not me
We never lost control
You're face to face
With The Man Who Sold The World
 
I laughed and shook his hand, and made my way back home
I searched a foreign land, for years and years I roamed
I gazed a gazeless stare, we walked a million hills
I must have died alone, a long long time ago
 
Who knows? Not me
I never lost control
You're face to face
With the Man who Sold the World
 
Who knows? not me
We never lost control
You're face to face
With the Man who Sold the World
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Morning Dew
 
I wake,
Under a waning moon,
And sit for the fallen,
And the rising.
 
I sit,
In front of a glittering sunrise,
And hope for the Rising,
And the dying.
 
I stand,
Beside a searing sun,
And wait for the dying,
And talk with the dead.
 
I Walk,
Around an unearthly planet,
And Hear the dead,
And stare at the living.
 
I stand,
Upon a glowing moon,
And farewell the living,
And walk to the dying.
 
I sit,
Behind a burning sunset,
And think of the dying,
As I bid goodnight to the dead.
 
I lay,
Under a waning moon,
And act as one of the Dead,
And Close my eyes.
 
And I sleep.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The One
 
He sees all,
He feels all,
And never leaves you be.
 
He knows all,
What a crock,
he's to blind to see.
 
It may be hard,
For the devout,
To not believe the lies.
 
It is a mass of deceit,
A flower of fraud,
No-one survives in the skies.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Pyre
 
Burning on the wood of life,
Burning higher, Burning higher.
You said that you loved me,
You're a liar, You're a liar.
 
You said you'd never leave me,
Never here, never here.
Are you concerned about how I feel,
Never fear, never fear.
 
For I have gotten over you,
Leave me be, leave me be.
I have found another,
You shall see, you shall see.
 
Burning on the wood of life,
Burning higher, burning higher.
You said that you loved me,
You're a liar, you're a liar.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Refuge
 
Hail of fire,
Rain of ice.
Quench your infernal device.
Doomsday is coming,
The Rapture of Fear.
The Reaper, at you he leers.
Almighty thunder,
Powerful lightning.
I rise to quell the fighting.
Rivers of lava,
Sulfur skies.
I never die.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Saga Begins
 
A long, long time ago
In a galaxy far away
Naboo was under an attack
And I thought me and Qui-Gon Jinn
Could talk the federation in
To maybe cutting them a little slack
But their response, it didn't thrill us
They locked the doors and tried to kill us
We escaped from that gas
Then met Jar Jar and Boss Nass
We took a bongo from the scene
And we went to Theed to see the Queen
We all wound up on Tatooine
That's where we found this boy
 
Oh
My my this here Anakin guy
Maybe Vader someday later
Now he's just a small fry
He left his home
And kissed his mommy goodbye
Sayin'
'Soon I'm gonna be a Jedi'
'Soon I'm gonna be a Jedi'
 
Did you know this junkyard slave
Isn't even old enough to shave
But he can use the Force, they say
 
Ahh, do you see him hitting on the queen
Though he's just nine and she's fourteen
Yeah, he's probably gonna marry her someday
 
Well, I know he built C-3PO
And I've heard how fast his pod can go
And we were broke, it's true
So we made a wager or two
He was a prepubescent flyin' ace
And the minute Jabba started off that race
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Well, I knew who would win first place
Oh yes, it was our boy
 
We started singin'
My my this here Anakin guy
Maybe Vader someday later
Now he's just a small fry
And he left his home
And kissed his mommy goodbye
Sayin'
'Soon I'm gonna be a Jedi'
'Soon I'm gonna be a Jedi'
 
Now we finally got to Coruscant
The Jedi Council we knew would want
To see how good the boy could be
So we took him there and we told the tale
How his midi-chlorians were off the scale
And he might fulfill that prophecy
Oh the Council was impressed of course
Could he bring balance to the Force?
They interviewed the kid
All training they forbid
Because Yoda sensed in him much fear
And Qui-Gon said 'Now listen here'
'Just stick it in your pointy ear'
'I still will teach this boy'
 
He was singin'
My my this here Anakin guy
Maybe Vader someday later
Now he's just a small fry
And he left his home
And kissed his mommy goodbye
Sayin'
'Soon I'm gonna be a Jedi'
'Soon I'm gonna be a Jedi'
 
We caught a ride back to Naboo
'Cause Queen Amidala wanted to
I frankly would've liked to stay
We all fought in that epic war
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And it wasn't long at all before
Little hotshot flew his plane and saved the day
And in the end some Gungans died
Some ships blew up and some pilots fried
A lot of folks were croakin'
The battle droids were broken
And the Jedi I admire most
Met up with Darth Maul and now he's toast
Well, I'm still here and he's a ghost
I guess I'll train this boy
 
And I was singin'
My my this here Anakin guy
Maybe Vader someday later
Now he's just a small fry
And he left his home
And kissed his mommy goodbye
Sayin'
'Soon I'm gonna be a Jedi'
'Soon I'm gonna be a Jedi'
 
We were singin'
My my this here Anakin guy
Maybe Vader someday later
Now he's just a small fry
And he left his home
And kissed his mommy goodbye
Sayin' 'Soon I'm gonna be a Jedi'
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Sense
 
The sense lies dormant,
Not knowing when to awake.
So he lies asleep for years,
Waiting for the hand of fate.
It sleeps for a lifetime,
Until touched by a hand from above.
In my mind it will live,
With the peace of a dove.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Set Date
 
A set date at night,
The burning victory lap,
Is now the grandstand.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Sharpest Pain (Lyrics)
 
Hurting me,
Seems to be,
Your passion.
 
Misery,
Is certainly,
Your style.
 
I'm like a kid in a candy story,
I'm on my knees to lick the floor,
Can't stand to look at your face,
But I'm back for more.
 
The sharpest pain,
The ugly scar,
The deepest cut,
Is what you are.
The burning sting,
Is what you bring,
Still you remain,
The sharpest pain.
 
You're the star,
In your own,
Sad story.
 
I'm just a toy,
You can drag,
Around.
 
You're about as sick as you can be,
A twisted abnormality,
Don't want to be your first,
Fatality.
 
The sharpest pain,
The ugly scar,
The deepest cut,
Is what you are.
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The burning sting,
Is what you bring,
Still you remain,
The sharpest pain.
 
Though you're never ever funny,
I just gotta laugh out loud,
Cause you leve me in stitches,
Until the last thread of decency,
Runs out.
 
The sharpest pain,
The ugly scar,
The deepest cut,
Is what you are.
The burning sting,
Is what you bring,
Still you remain,
The sharpest pain.
The sharpest pain,
The ugly scar,
The deepest cut,
Is what you are.
The burning sting,
Is what you bring,
Still you remain,
The sharpest pain.
 
Satan's Sibling
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The Will Of Blood
 
The will of blood,
It will never die.
Harshness of earth,
and cleansing of sky.
It courses through,
Young men's veins.
Just to live,
To die in light again.
 
Satan's Sibling
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This House Is Haunted (Lyrics)
 
I'm sitting alone in my room,
Dark and grey and crying.
Someone in my life I fear,
Was at the point of dying.
A cold wind blew right up my spine,
It was the break of dawn.
A little voice way deep inside,
Told me she was gone.
 
This house is haunted,
That's how I want it to be.
This house is haunted,
You could always stay here with me.
 
No more singing, No more laughing,
No more sunny days.
She left and took the colours with her,
Buried in her grave.
This is where we climbed the tower,
This is where she fell.
And when her young heart, stopped beating,
I went to hell.
 
This house is haunted.
 
This house is haunted.
You can always stay here with me.
 
You float through my living room,
I watch my TV.
I feel you sit down on the couch,
Right here next to me.
And then I feel your lips touch mine,
Just like we used to do.
I'm so happy, all alone,
Being here with you.
 
Satan's Sibling
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This Magic Moment (Lyrics)
 
This magic moment
So different and so new
Was like any other
Until I kissed you
 
And then it happened
It took me by surprise
I knew that you felt it too
By the look in your eyes
 
Sweeter than wine (sweeter than wine) 
Softer than a summer night (softer than a summer night) 
Everything I wanna have (everything, everything) 
Whenever I hold you tight
 
This magic moment (this magic moment) 
While your lips are close to mine
Will last forever
Forever till the end of time
 
Whoa-oh-oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh-oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh-oh-oh
 
Sweeter than wine (sweeter than wine) 
Softer than a summer night (softer than a summer night) 
Everything I wanna have
Whenever I hold you tight
 
This magic moment
While your lips are close to mine
Will last forever
Forever till the end of time
 
Satan's Sibling
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Thought Of Death
 
The thought of death is petrifying,
It's hard to breath and i'm not lying.
Shocking news and humiliation,
Hearts will shatter across the nation.
Explosions sound, fires burn,
In every war there is a lesson to learn.
A white light rising from a watery grave,
never again will there be a life to save.
A flash of fear runs through a man's eyes,
Because now life he will despise.
The thought of death is petrifying,
It's hard to breath and i'm not lying.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Tidal Flow
 
T ime is only in our fear,
I nto the darkness we plunge,
D eath and destruction reign,
A nd hell unleashes all fury,
L est the beasts be unburdened.
 
F orever they fight,
L eaving their logic behind,
O nly to find that the victim has arisen,
W hen the fighting began.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Tigerstripe
 
Black and orange fur,
With fangs like a machete,
With eyes of black slits.
 
Satan's Sibling
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To Hold You Close
 
I would do anything,
Just to hold you close.
I would sell the world,
To get what I need the most.
I would sail the seas,
To get to you,
I would fly the skies,
So blue, and find you.
I would walk through a volcano,
Just to see you smile.
Stand through an earthquake,
To stay with you awhile.
I would guard you from the lies,
That burn away your mind.
I would take the flares myself,
When they would make you blind.
So be my love for you,
May it never fade.
May it never weep,
May it never be cut by the blade.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Tolls And Rolls (Quote Poem From  Men In Tights.)
 
A toll is a toll,
And a roll is a roll.
And if we don't get no tolls,
Then We don't eat no rolls.
(Giggles.) 
I made that up.
(a quote from the movie Robin Hood, Men in tights.)
 
Satan's Sibling
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Tombstone
 
Granite grey,
In a field of black.
Wolves run around,
I wish they never came back.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Tone Deaf
 
Melodies unknown,
Catching tunes.
I see your face,
But I just get blue.
 
Because my love is sent out,
To your love, so tender.
But only to comeback,
Saying 'Return to sender.'
 
Satan's Sibling
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Trail
 
A trail of broken hearts,
Left by this sad young boy.
He wanders all alone,
Never again, will he feel joy.
 
Loving memories,
Fondness of the past.
Burning in his mind,
Leaving him at last.
 
A trail of broken hearts,
Left by this sad young boy.
He wanders all alone,
Never again, will he feel joy.
 
He lights a match and sighs,
Blowing out the flame.
His heart shall never fly,
His life will never be the same.
 
A trail of broken hearts,
Left by this sad young boy.
He wanders all alone,
Never again, will he feel joy.
 
Standing on the bridge,
Wind ruffling his golden hair.
Contemplating his life's ridge,
He stands to take his fall.
 
A trail of broken hearts,
Left by this sad young boy.
He wanders all alone,
Never again, will he feel joy.
 
Falling from his grace,
As he begins his swift descent.
As he leaps from his platform,
He forgets about his time spent.
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A trail of broken hearts,
Left by this sad young boy.
He wanders all alone,
Never again, will he feel joy.
 
He lies in the river,
His ghost still haunts 'til this day.
He is the Ghostless Whisper,
I have said all there is to say.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Trick Or Treat (Lyrics)
 
Trick Trick Trick or Treat
Open up your door and give me what I need
Thrill kill Halloween I'll show you something
That you've never seen <i>[x2]
 
Smiling pumpkins, fake vampire fangs
and paper bats
tacky spiders, rubber skulls
and plastic sewer rats
i've been a serial killer, had a lucifer costume
last year I was the wolf man
howling at the moon
tonight is my night oh yes indeed
I don't want no candy, blood is my treat
 
Trick Trick Trick or Treat
Open up your door and give me what I need
Thrill kill Halloween I'll show you something
That you've never seen
 
Inflatable coffins, home-made mask's
of leather face
alien candleholders,
even little dolls of Norman Bates
I've been a killer clown a scary mummy too
you better watch out
tonght I'm coming to get you
Im gonna be so cool when i dress up nice
put on the perfect makeup
for my favorite killer disguise
 
Trick Trick Trick or Treat
Open up your door and give me what I need
Thrill kill Halloween I'll show you something
That you've never seen <i>[repeat till end]
 
Satan's Sibling
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True To Be
 
I watch from my eyes,
Like a dream,
It is a dream,
And I move slowly.
I kiss her,
And I do not even know who she is,
She is a mark of mystery.
It only intrigues me,
Drawing me to her memory of the future,
Like a moth to the flame.
It may be the death of me,
Or the Life and love.
So I wait,
And I may see the love to be.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Tunes
 
Tunes
I wake,
To the dings,
Of the music box,
beside my bed.
 
My eyes open,
With a blue tinge,
In my sight,
Like seeing in pale water.
 
My eyes sting,
With the gentle yet harsh,
White light of the sun,
Burning in my room.
 
My lips are dry,
My head pounds,
My music box,
Rings away.
 
How I wish,
It would stop,
It haunts me,
Like a cheerful lie.
 
The ringing gets louder,
I grow irate,
Of this music,
And I finally snap.
 
I grab hold,
Of the music box,
And throw it,
Against the wall.
 
And it stops.
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Turn Away
 
Run beyond,
Shadow flames.
Run across,
The River Thames.
Stride the path,
Of the clouds above.
Shoot the arrows,
That cure me of love.
 
Turn away, Blood red fiend,
You hurt me too much.
Why I still trust you,
In matters of such.
 
Feel the strain,
Of blood and love.
Both have gone cold,
Black swan or Black Dove.
Sweet severed bliss,
Bleeding on my hands.
Standing beyond,
My adoring undead fans.
 
Turn away, Blood red fiend,
You hurt me too much.
Why I still trust you,
In matters of such.
 
Turn away, Blood red fiend,
You hurt me too much.
Why I still trust you,
In matters of such.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Twilight Blood
 
Twilight blood runs cold and slow,
With an aching heart in tow.
It follows the night, black and free,
And still it has no eyes to see.
 
Twilight Blood moves slick and sly,
With a gleam in it's blood red eye.
Caught within the spider's web,
Waiting for an untimely death.
 
Golden eyes, with ferocity,
As they stare at my heart, burning me.
Crimson eyes, and shallowed soul,
Without a thought, could kill a foal.
 
Twilight blood, runs think and free,
The very sight distressing me.
Twilight blood runs Cold and dead,
It only lives in an echoed head.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Twilight Crossroads (Lyrics)  (Self-Composed)
 
(Verse 1)
I wander the Twilight Crossroads,
Wander through the night.
I watch the shining stars above,
I feel alright.
Shattered hearts and lonely dreams,
Found in the dark.
Heartbreak and loneliness,
Always leaves a mark.
(Chorus)
Forever I have wept,
In the forgotten empire ruins.
Blood runs the river red,
And Poison's in the sky.
I know that this is the day,
The day that I end it.
I feel now that I know that is will be the day.
The day that I die.
(Verse 2)
The deadly wind's blowing,
The curse is now just toxins in the air.
I look at the midnight and feel it,
As in the god's eyes, I stare.
 
(Chorus)
Forever I have wept,
In the forgotten empire ruins.
Blood runs the river red,
And Poison's in the sky.
I know that this is the day,
The day that I end it.
I feel now that I know that is will be the day.
The day that I die.
 
(Blood runs the river red.)
(Blood runs the river red.)
Blood runs the river red.
And in the Twilight Crossroads,
I Die.
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Twilight Stars
 
I watch the glittering gems,
As they sparkle in the black sky,
Like millions of Souls, winking at me.
I lay upon the gentle grass,
It caresses my stress,
And eases away all of my troubles.
It creates a new world for me,
One where all is well,
But Deep inside, I know it will fade,
Like the moon, sinking from the Night time twilight.
It may be there, but not visible,
Against the harsh stare of the sun.
I lay  there,
Waiting for the night to stay forever.
An impossible presage dream.
The moon smiles down on me,
It's gentle basking glow feels cool on my face.
Then there is light,
I squint as the malevolent sun rises,
And beats down on me,
With all it's careless evil.
It dries my mouth and cracks my lips,
Like the dry desert ground.
It stays for a few minutes,
And the sky darkens.
The Unbiased clouds move in.
And release the soothing rain,
It feels even cooler on my face,
And moistens my lips and tongue,
Like a wet cloth,
Dripping precious life down my throat.
I spread my arms like the wings of an eagle,
And welcome the artificial darkness.
And life is anew.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Victory
 
V isions of glory.
I n the minefields,
C rying children lay bleeding.
T oo injured to budge,
O r even to twitch.
R eady to die.
Y eilding all pathways.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Vogue With The Demon
 
Dancing with the demon,
With the eyes burning true.
Thinking about that dance,
In that moment I flew.
Hair of flames and eyes of emerald,
I see upon the stars.
In that sacrifice, once, twice, thrice,
They merged, Venus and mars.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Walking The Desert (Lyrics)   (Self-Composed)
 
(verse 1)
 
Heat on the high,
Sand on the low.
The sun beating down,
As I watch the wind blow.
I hear your name,
A whisper on the wind.
I've lost my way,
So all i use is my wings.
 
(Chorus)
 
(Walking the desert,) 
Is all I know for now.
 
(Walking the desert,) 
Don't care why, just want how.
 
(Walking the desert,) 
And I'm feeling free.
 
(Walking the desert,) 
It won't take long to see,
 
That the sun won't burn in my eyes,
There is no need for this disguise,
As I hear the wind blow in a sigh,
As the words leave my lips as lies.
 
(Verse 2)
 
Fire on the zephyr,
In a storming rage.
Held all inside me,
In a vast steel cage.
I see the dust,
A never ending pyre.
My heart is burning,
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An eternal fire.
 
(Repeat Chorus)
 
I see the stars in the cold of night.
I feel the heat in midst of flight.
I reach up high for my infernal flame.
But life will never be the same.
 
(Repeat Chorus x2)
 
Satan's Sibling
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Water And Land
 
Water and Land,
They stray from the sand,
As they leave the safety of the ground.
And enter the ponds,
Backyard songs,
Echo with the croaks of the frogs sound.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Werefire
 
The flame flickers,
I stare into it,
And let it sear my eyelids.
It takes all my will power to not jump,
Into the fire.
I look up at the setting sun, and wonder,
It is millions of times the size of this fire,
Yet It does not burn, unless you soar too close.
I look down at the WereFire.
Man's temptation of flame,
The invention of guile,
And wit.
It burns still,
I look into it,
And see.
I see a girl,
Red hair, burning in the WereFire,
And I laugh,
For she burnt my heart long ago,
And now karma serves it's justice.
So the WereFire burns,
It is, what I know it is.
It is HeartBreak.
I watch the embers burn away,
with the image,
And I smile at the stars.
 
Satan's Sibling
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What Is A Dream?
 
D anger only in our minds.
R ealisation of something that doesn't exist.
E ternally asleep but still awake.
A nger, envy or love.
M eanings are always subliminal.
 
Satan's Sibling
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When The Night Falls Down (Lyrics) (Unfinished)
 
I'm most at home in darkness.
Blinded by the light of day,
Weighs heavy on my heart.
But I take strength from it's harshness.
For my spirirt shall descend,
As darkness falls upon the earth.
 
An ashen faced ghoul,
Like a white spider,
With poison and contempt for your lives.
You can keep through daytime in your suffocating world,
Be sure to understand,
NIGHT'S MINE!
 
Over the summer moons,
And through autumn fields,
While searching for my vampira girl.
Wander every graveyard from this lonely roadside,
Night becomes mine.
 
When the night comes down.
A figure in the twilight that you cannot see.
When the night comes down.
The moon promises she'll bring you back to me.
Are you lonely, are you lonely.
Are you lonely.
When the night comes down.
 
Bitter fruit of the day's frustration,
Traded for the night's lonely dream,
(Unfinished)
 
Satan's Sibling
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Where The Moss Slowly Grows (Lyrics)
 
And so another journey has come to an end.
Anothere moment passed that will not,
Will not come again.
Resting in the shade of oak,
So it has always been.
And it's tru that I'll miss you but I'll see,
I'll see you again.
I'll see you again.
 
Embrace this joy, this pain.
Don't miss this chance,
It will not come again.
You mean more than you may ever know.
Don't linger,
Where the moss slowly grows.
 
There are so many things I wished I could've said,
It might not have changed your mind but sometimes,
We just need hope alleged.
Above the mountain shadows,
The sunset dimly glows.
The oaks will look down on our heads forever,
And our dreams will be no more.
We should not ever let them go.
 
Embrace, This joy, this pain.
Don't miss this chance,
It will not come again.
You mean more than you may ever know.
Don't linger,
Where the moss slowly grows.
 
I remember those summers,
Stretched on without end.
The future comes so loudly,
And the oaks,
The oaks were silent then.
Silence forever,
Conversations in my head.
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Might not have changed your mind,
But if we'd spoken,
Here's what Id've said.
Here's what I would've said.
 
Embrace, This joy this pain.
Don't miss this chance,
It will not come again.
You mean more than you may ever know.
Don't linger,
Where the moss slowly grows.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Whisper (Lyrics)
 
catch me as i fall
say you're here and it's all over now
speaking to the atmosphere
no one's here and i fall into myself
this truth drives me into madness
i know i can stop the pain if i will it all away
 
don't turn away
don't give in to the pain
don't try to hide
though they're screaming your name
don't close your eyes
God knows what lies behind them
don't turn out the light
never sleep never die
 
i'm frightened by what i see
but somehow i know that there's much more to come
immobilized by my fear
and soon to be blinded by tears
i can stop the pain if i will it all away
 
don't turn away
don't give in to the pain
don't try to hide
though they're screaming your name
don't close your eyes
God knows what lies behind them
don't turn out the light
never sleep never die
 
fallen angels at my feet
whispered voices at my ear
death before my eyes
lying next to me i fear
she beckons me shall i give in
upon my end shall i begin
forsaking all i've fallen for i rise to meet the end
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Who Killed The Cheerleader (Lyrics)   (Contains
Offensive References.)
 
Who killed the cheerleader?
you did... you did. Oh no.. it wasn't me at all
so who raped the prom queen? he did he did
Yeah right and she was having a ball...
 
I asked her out, she laughed and said 'no way'
told me she would never date such a geek
For that remark I say she's gonna pay
I hate when people call me a freak!
 
She's kissing with the football star
late at night in his car yeah
i was driven by an unkown force
feeling no remorse
 
Who killed the cheerleader?
you did... you did. Oh no.. it wasn't me at all
so who raped the prom queen? he did he did
Yeah right and she was having a ball...
 
I asked her for a dance
she yelled 'dropp dead'
advised me to go join the other nerds
now i had it with that blonde little pet
with everybody else but me she flirts
 
I hid in in the locker room
watching when her hair she grooms oh yeah
driven by an unkown force
feeling no remorse
 
Who killed the cheerleader?
you did... you did. Oh no.. it wasn't me at all
so who raped the prom queen? he did he did
Yeah right and she was having a ball...
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Why Do I Care
 
I lay here alone,
Night after Night,
Waiting for my dream to come.
 
As I wait I listen,
Her eyes, they glisten,
She is the girl i love to love.
 
Her sweet brown hair,
And her smiling face,
I reach out for her hand.
 
But yet it still slips,
My hope, it now tips,
As I try to cool my heart's demand.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Will Of Steel
 
A man shows his darkness,
Another shows his light.
Forever will they battle,
Forever will they fight.
Another man is made,
To quell the deadly rage.
With a Will of Steel,
With a mind like a steel cage.
Everyone can see in,
But no-one will ever enter.
For this neutral man, he walks alone,
Not knowing of the universe, he is the center.
 
Satan's Sibling
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Wish (Lyrics)
 
Proud, proud is to hear it all yeah yeah
Proud ah proud, proud is to watch us fall yeah yeah
 
Make a wish, make a succotash wish
You live the pompous life
Throw kisses all the time
Make wishes don't break mine
Make a wish, make a succotash wish
You live the pompous life
Throw kisses all the time...
don't break mine(x4)
 
Chime use to break my wish, wish, wish
 
Cold fire use to inspire all not now
These are tired, maybe they'll find their niche
Or resort to wish
 
Make a wish, make a succotash wish
You live the pompous life
Throw kisses all the time
Make wishes don't break mine
Make a wish, make a succotash wish
You live the pompous life
Throw kisses all the time
Make wishes don't break...
 
Chime use to break my wish, wish, wish
 
Ehhhh, won't you bring him back? not now
Chime use to break my wish
Won't you bring him back? not now
 
Don't be low(x3) , you better watch the road
 
Don't be low, you better watch the road
Don't be low, you got the strength and the balls(x2)
 
Make a wish, make a succotash wish
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You live the pompous life
Throw kisses all the time
Make wishes don't break mine
Make a wish, make a succotash wish
You live the pompous life
Throw kisses all the time
don't break mine(x4)
 
Don't be low, you better watch the road
Don't be low, you got the strength and the balls
 
Don't be low, you better...
Don't be low, you got the...
Don't be low, you better watch the road
 
Satan's Sibling
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Wishing Well
 
The coin, it falls,
Into an echo of ages.
The water, it ripples,
Calming 'manly' rages.
The 'Kerplunk' of the coin,
Into seas far below.
Let the winds guide you,
Let the rivers flow.
 
Satan's Sibling
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You Belong To Me (Lyrics)
 
See the pyramids along the Nile
Watch the sun rise on a tropic isle
Just remember, darling, all the while
You belong to me.
 
See the marketplace in old Algiers
Send me photographs and souvenirs
But just remember when a dream appears
You belong to me.
 
I'll be so alone without you
Maybe you'll be lonesome too
 
Fly the ocean in a silver plane
Watch the jungle when it's wet with rain
Just remember till you're home again
You belong to me
You belong to me
 
I'll be so alone without you
Maybe you'll be lonesome too
 
Fly the ocean in a silver plane
Watch the jungle when it's wet with rain
Just remember till you're home again
You belong to me
You belong to me
You belong to me
 
Satan's Sibling
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You'Re My Heart
 
You are my heart,
my mind and my soul.
You are my love,
To fill my heart's hole.
You are there laughing,
Whenever I joke.
You are my energy,
My sugar from coke.
 
Satan's Sibling
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You'Re Not Me (Lyrics)
 
You think I've got it all
You think I've got it made well
How come my only friends are the ones I've paid?
No one understands
What I would do to change my life for just one day
 
Don't say if I were you (say if I were you) 
Or tell me what you'd do
Or things would be if
You were in my shoes
Cuz you're not me
 
You know what I need
And it's not another serenade
I get so tired of all the things you say
So give me what I want
if you only would
I'd gladly throw this all away
 
Don't say if I were you (say if I were you) 
Or tell me what you'd do
Or things would be if
You were in my shoes (cuz you're not me) 
Please take me as I am (take me as I am) 
This isn't what I planned
But I don't expect that
You can understand
Cuz you're not me
 
I know you think you're bein' nice
But spare me all your lame advice
Time to play my hand and role the dice
Everybody's got their price
For far to long I've been denied
I'm makin' my move so just step aside
No one can say I never tried
To do everything to get back my pride
 
Hey, you were never me
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Why can't you see
That you're not me (me, me, me, me, me, me, me) 
 
Don't say if I were you (say if I were you) 
Or tell me what you'd do (tell me what you'd do) 
Or how things would be if
You were in my shoes (cuz you're not me) 
Please help me if you can (help me if you can) 
This isn't what I planned (this isn't what I planned) 
But I don't expect that
You can understand
Cuz you're not me
 
Satan's Sibling
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Ziggy Stardust And The Spiders From Mars (Lyrics)
 
Ziggy played guitar, jamming good with Weird and Gilly,
and the spiders from Mars. He played it left hand
But made it too far
Became the special man, then we were Ziggy's band
 
now Ziggy really sang, screwed up eyes and screwed down hairdo
Like some cat from Japan, aww he could lick 'em by smiling
He could leave 'em to hang
'came on so loaded man, well hung and snow white tan.
 
So where were the spiders, while the fly tried to break our balls
With just the beer light to guide us,
So we bitched about his fans and should we crush his sweet hands?
 
Ziggy played for time, jiving us that we were voodoo
The kid was just crass, he was the nazz
With God given ass
aww He took it all too far but boy could he play guitar
 
Making love with his ego Ziggy sucked up into his mind
Like a leper messiah
When the kids had killed the man I had to break up the band.
 
Ziggy played Guitar.
 
Satan's Sibling
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